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c:Joreward

Books -- those s y m b 01 s of expression
which ha ve been used as a means of commun
ication between humans for many many cen
turies -- arc written for various reasons.
;Some are written to convey information of one
kind or another. Many are \vl'itten to serve as
a means of entertainment or diversion -- an
a venue for escape from a boring or a troubled
world. Some few arc written for one specific
purpose: This purpose is to provoke thought-
serious thought -- deep thought. It is for the
latter reason that "Letters from Baloran"
waS submitted to the public.

Realizing that the task of thinking is one
actiVity against which the vast majority pro
test most strenuously, Baloran is well aware
that those who invest the time amI energy to
read these pages will probably suffer some
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emotional turbulence. This, too, is all right,
because most of us humans resort to thinking
only when we become stirred out of our state
of consciousness coma.

Let us now dis c us s, briefly something
about 13aloran and the manner in which this
compilation came into existence.

13aloran is the name of a phenomenal being
who lives in the vast area of space that sur
rounds and penetrates our galaxy. We are con~

vinced that this one is not a space being as we
think of a resident of another planet in or out
of our solar system. Although 13aloran men
tions our spaee friends who reside on other
planets, this one's wordS lead us to believe
that they are the expressions of a member of
the Angelic kingdom. We believe that they arc
not the words of one confined to a single
planet.

The 22 letters contained herein, along with
at her communications, were transmitted
through a reluarkablc gentleman, Mr. Hudolph
Pcstalozzi. The transmission of 13aloran's
leiter::; covered a period of 21/2 years. With
out going into the detailed mechanics of this
transmission, let us merely state that as Mr.
Pestalozzi "channeled" these communica
tions, he wrote them down as they were re
ceived. The letters were not changed or al-

tered in any way at the time of reception or
later.

Mr. Pestalozzi is cognizant of those in
stances in which variances of sentenee struc
ture and punctuation appear in the letters. In
spite of these, he believes that the letters
should be published intact rather than his
risking the possibility of changing or distort
ing the thoughts as expressed. He realizes
that this may occur, inadvertently, when sen
tence structure or plUlctuation is altered. Ob
viously, the letters were transmitted orally-
not in written form. Sometimes grammatical
liberties are taken in oral expression that be
come apparent only when written. Possibly
this may account for some of the a have men
tioned variances.

Mr. Pestalozzi is not an author in any sense
of the word. Much of his life was spent in mil
itary activities. He wants no credit whatever
for the production of these communications.
He aptly asks, "Why credit a telephone for the
thoughts transmitted through it? 1was only the
instrument. "

In this letter series, Baloran discusses 5
subjects as follows:
1. A panoramic view of the many efforts to
start, sustain and develope civilization on the
planet earth.
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2. A remarkable interpretation of many of the
Bible stories.
3. The tragedy that has befallen the human
race in thi s age and the cause of it.
4. Our distorted and perverted doctrine of
thought and conduct that is the result of the
tragedy.
5. The eventual downfall of the age and sug
gestions on what we should do to adjust to the
new age.

"Letters from 13aloran" is a book that pulls
no punches. If you are strong enough in se1£
control to read it carefully, you will realize
that the statements in these letters have no
basis whatever in prejudice, malicious judg
ment or condemnation. They are the sincere
effort, on the part of Baloran, to give a por
trayal of who, what and why we are and the
great debt we owe to ourselves and to Divin
ity. His only object is to provoke thought.

Gayne Myers

Cf3iographlj

Biography of Rudolph H. Pestalozzi

Mr. Rudolph H. Pestalozzi was born March
7, 1920, in Milwaukee, Wis. He received his
primary and secondary education in that city
and continued his studies in various univer
sities and by correspondence after entering
the U. S. Army in 1938.

Mr. Pestalozzi saw service in the Infantry,
Cavalry and Signal Corps before World War
II at which time he transferred to the Army
Air Corps. He was commissioned as a Bom
bardier shortly after the United States enter
ed the war. He was awarded the Distinguished
Flying Cross, the Air Medal, the Bronze Star
and the Purple Heart while flying 54 combat
missions in North Africa, Italy and Corsica.

Mr. Pestalozzi left the military service
shortly after the Japanese surrender. Early
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in 1946, he was recalled to active duty in the
army and was graduated as a Pathfinder 
Jumpmaster Paratroop Officer. He trans
ferred to the U. S. Air Force in 1949. He
served as an Air Intelligence Officer until his
retirement from the military service in 1960.

Mr. Pestalozzi and his family settled in Tuc
son, Arizona.

In 1949, Mr. Pestalozzj observed his first
unidentified Flying Object. Until his military
retirement, he observed many such objects
and in his capacity as Air Intelligence Of
ficer, he reported many such sightings around
the world under various Air Force UFO data
collection programs. In 1959, he was first
contacted by space beings and channelled their
messages to small groups of interested peo
ple.

In 1962, Mr. Pestalozzi was contacted for the
first time by the ethereal being whose name
is Baloran. The result of over two years of
communications with Daloran is the compila
tion titled, "Letters from Baloran."

Letters To You From Baloran
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Eetter # 1
Introductory Remarks About Baloran

1 am Baloran. Though I reside in realms
more subtle than yours, 1 know many things
relative to your earth. I have walked its sur
face since time began for your beautiful
world. 1 was near al the very creation of the
stuffs of which your solar s y s t em is com
posed. 1 saw the ebb and flow; the boiling roil
of incandescent ions, atoms and molecules as
they came into being. I saw the attractions and
repulsions they possessed, one for the other,
lent to lhemby lhe Creator of all that is known
in the universe.

1 have seen the solidification processes of
which you call "nature" turn your world from
inhospitable, seething, firey masses of ma
lerial into the lush green of your tropics, into
the rock-bound land masses besieged and har
ried by the beautiful, busy sea, into the cold

1
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fastness of your polar regions.lhave seen the
changes in topography chiseled upon your sur
face by the sculptury of seismic and volcanic
action, by storm and drought, by wind and heat,
by insufferable and unimaginable cold.

I have seen the rise and fall of men of many
civilizations of many ages. 1 have seen the
total attainings of man y families of men
through the literally thousands of such ages
since first your world was fitted to sustain
life. I have observed the major changes in
both earth and men. They have passed before
me in never ending succession, as medieval
knights passing in review.lhave observed the
rise and fall of great galactic empires and
their effects upon earth and its peoples.lhave
witnessed intergalactic wars of magnitude and
horror to stagger the minds of even the most
warlike in your midst. 1 have been interested
in the progress of the peoples of earth through
the ages, and ages, and ages.

In your present state, you of earth know lit
tle or nothing of these ages and civilizations.
lt is true you have heard, as fable and fiction,
of the life and death of Atlantis and Lemuria.
You have heard and read, as myth, ofthe start
of this present age. Even these recent hap
penings, your peoples have the "tongue in
cheek" and "grain of salt" attitude. Yet has
there been an Atlantis and Lemuria in many
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ages, dating back through some three billions
of your years, civilizations of high order and
magnitude with some of them. Each rose to its
continent and each, in turn, was swallowed by
its sea in what now seems an unending suc
cession of active periods and calm periods:
active with physical life and calm with phys
ical life and calm with physical death; death
caused, in many instances, bythehfeactivity
striving to sustain itself.

There are those in your midst who have
been taught some of your more recent history
by wanderers of space. These wanderers have
caused much stir among your people in recent
years with their visitations. Much of the rest
must remain of little importance for you now.
There is little of your time element with which
to accommodate both a lengthy history and that
which we came to give you in these letters.

In our future discussions, 1 shall gi ve you a
thumbnail history of man in your galaxy. For
now, let Us rest in peace with that which we
are; in that which surrounds us.

1, Baloran, say this to you: You have had
the finest of examples of the workings of
peace within a human of your worlel. It wa s
a challenge in your midst in the yesterday of
two thousand years ago. It is again in your
midst though you know it not yet.

3
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That peace or love is the very essence of
your being. Live it. Live it. Live it, for with
out it, you die a little each day of your earthly
existence.

1 shall return at another time.
Baloran

I
Early History of Planet Earth

1 am Baloran. I bring you a message of some
interest and importance. It is one of the his
tory of earth and its affairs, as Ihave seen it
come to pass. The story does have signifi
cance for in it, you may find a parallel to your
present pas i t ion in time, in the affairs of
planet Earth. 1 shall narrate that which I
would give you as 1 have seen it occur in your
dimension. Then, 1 shall show you the same
picture, as I have seen it, from the reality of
the more subtle planes of existence; two
points of view of the same panorama, so to
speak.

In the beginning of my story, there is the
Omnipresent One you know and do name, God.
This One exists - and nothing. This One, God,
conceived a plan. Upon the birth of time, this
plan was fed into the void. The plan was, in

5
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essence, The Creation. The Plan, then, be
came the bUilding material of all that is known
in the universe. The Creator still feeds the
Plan into the void. That, however, is another
story for perhaps another time. We must be
about the business at hand.

The Creator's Love scattered the materials
- the building blocks of the universes, far and
widc inlo and through the void. 1\t one and the
same time, He caused them to congregate; to
collect into clouds; then masses of clouds, as
they sped through space. Thus in Chaos was
the beginning. The several and different ma
terials, in that they were different, found their
levels of stabilization upon, what you would
call, various planes of density. Upon these
planes they reacted, one upon the olher, in a
manner peculiar to the different planes. In
your universe, some of these materials held
t a I e l' a n c e for each other and, in the at
tractions, there was benign and cooperative
activity. Others reacted in a hostile manner
when approached and, with all of their poten
tial energies unleashed by the contacts, drew
violently apart.

Thus it is that, because of those detonations
and the resultant mixing actions, we find all
celestial bodies in your universe with some of
all of these materials. No one of the astro
nomical bodies which you observe or, for that

£etter # 2
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matter, those which are beyond your percep
tion, is without some of all of the materials
dispensed and broadcast into the void. As in
your laws of magnetics, where unlikes at
tract and likes repel, certain materials mass
ed together. In so doing, they took with them,
because of magnetic influences, some small
amount of those materials which in larger
amounts, would h'1 ve been violently repulsed.
So it is that the total mass of each and every
stellar body in your seventh plane universe
and all that are yet to be, are composed of all
of the materials stabilized at your vibratory
level of existence. Each of the several is
composite of the all.

Through the ages and eons. these materi
als form the stars, the suns, which you see
bright in your heavens; also the planets around
the suns and the moons around the planets.
All of these gathered; directed by the Love
force of the Creator, into solar systems. gal
axies and galactic systems. They compose the
universe of your seventh plane which is your
most evident example of the pattern followed
upon all planes of existence. Heretofore, you
have considered that which is perceptible to
you us the extent of the Omnipotent One's
handiwork. It is not. Adjust your thinking into
this pattern: There are many universes like
yours but they exist at different Vibratory
levels. You have the spectrum of light, for

7
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instance, as an example of what is meant.
There are many frequency (vibratory) bands
of light which you cannot see with your earth
oriented eyes. Your radio-telescope picks up
raclio waves from your galaxy and your gal
actic system. Eventually that image may be
extended to include many other galactic sys
tems until you are convinced that your uni
verse is boundless. In reality, your universe
of the seventh plane is composed of incal
culably more galactic systems than your gal
axy has stars. All of these are but one uni
verse -- one vibratory level -- the seventh
plane of existence of Creation. To you, your
misnamed galactic system has been the uni
verse -- all that exists.

There are universes other than your own.
Your sciences have not yet detected them __
they may never do so. Those universes are
on planes too subtle for true detection by your
present instruments or even those to be in
vented in your near future. Almost all of these
universes occupy the same spacial area as
your universe. They exist and are integrated
with each other. The term integrated is not
quite correct. May we be permitted to solve
the problem by posing a question? Is your
physical body in conflict with your mental
body or your spiritual body for its place in
your sun? It is not. It cannot injure or inter
fere with the other bOdies though they do oc-

£etter # 2
Early History of Planet Earth

cupy the same space, relatively speaking. One
is too dense for the others to harm and the
others are too subtle to interfere with the one.
Each occupies that vibratory level in space for
which it was created. So it is with the nine
levels of existence.

So was the Creation. I know. I have been
privileged to visit in all of the eight levels
which are attainable. They are each beautiful
beyond description and, at the same time, too
ugly for words. The same can be said about
your Un i ve r s e. All universes -- all levels
are, as you would say, good and evil at one
and the same time. Beauty and ugliness, good
and evil are, of course, merely points of
view. Beauty is not beauty without ugliness
in contrast. One cannot exist without the other,
regardless of the point of view. Good is good
because evil exists and both are extensions of
the Plan. So the universes do spin. If they
seem beautiful or ugly, good or evil, benign
or malignant, it is merely one's point of view
at a given time. As you know, there is a vast
and wonderful order in your seventh plane
universe. This ranges both up and down the
scale of size from your position. Each sun has
its place in each solar system. Each solar
system is stabilized in each galaxy and each
galaxy is placed in each galactic system. All
universes are so systematized. It is the uni
versal law of peace and order. Only when that

9
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law is violated are drastic results evident.
Again, we have strayed from the subject of
this discussion. Let us return to the business
at hand.

Our Infinite One created the materials of
the universe. Next, the stars were placed in
their systems complete. The plan for the re
juvenation of these universes was then set
in motion. Finally, our Infinite One breathed
life into or activated this whole new creation.
Slowly within your universe, by the use of
magnetism and light, some points of ma
terial concentration stabilized other mater
ials which formed in the planets and their
moons. These satellite s differ as greatly in
size and composition as do the very stars
which gave them birth. On many of these
planets and moons, life of varying types and
proportions now flourishes in great abun
dance.

Each life form had its origin in some phe
nomenally natural way peculiar to that world
upon which it came into existence. Each
birth, if we may be permitted to use that term,
occurred in what may be called a natural way.
Behind this, nature; the guiding hand, the Love
Force of the Creator. This "nature" ran its
course in, what you know as evolution - the
involvement of all living things from the sim
ple mono-cellular form to the complex struc
tures now existing. This eA-planation of evolu-

£letter # 2
Early History of Plane! Earth

Uon is applicable to your world. Though it is
vast simplification for some worlds, it is
clear enough example for the evolution of life
through your universe. There were and are
variances on other worlds but, in the main,
the creation of life upon all worlds followed
the Plan as it did upon your beautiful earth.

Remember, my Dear Ones of Earth, that
though other worlds may seem hostile to you,
they are, to the beings inhabiting them, as
beautiful. loving and refreshing as is your
world to you. But let us draw near to Earth
scene and lay the foundation for your next dis
cussion -- the involvement of Earth to life
sustaining existence. Now, my Dear Friends,
rest. We are many discussions away from the
completion of this work.

May we walk in the Love of the Creator.
Baloran

11
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Eetter #3
Entrance of Adam

1 am Baloran. It is our desire to tell you
something of the history of man and humans
of earth. We know that you wonder at the terms
- man and human. The two are not the same;
as shall come clear to you as our story un
folds. Ages before your earth had cooled and
its s e ism i c and volcanic convulsions had
ceased sufficiently to sustain life, your world
was under observation by peoples from solar
systems with sciences far in advance of yours
in this age. Space travel, to a large extent,
was accomplished by machine at that time.
It was as commonplace as your auto ride of
today. Teleportation at interstellar distances
was still highly experimental and frought with
great danger. But that is another story for a
future time. Let it be sufficient that you know
that men from the stars travelled, in those
days, in crafts of little versatility and with

£etter #.3
Entrance of Adam

a great number of grave limitations. So it
came to pass that when earth was ready to
show hospitality to man, several of these an
cient craft approached its surface to explore.
But let us fold back in time, for the moment.

The processes by which the surface of your
earth was cooled, released great clouds of
gases into the void surrounding your planet.
Many of these gases are still in your atmos
phere but as many have completely disap
peared - returned to the earth from whence
they came or have completely changed in
composition and character in the formation of
your present atmosphere. Because ofthe still
high temperatures of earth's surface, these
clouds of visible and invisible gases - these
first rudiments of atmosphere - were moved
at rather high rates of speed. They would rise
when heated near earth and fall when cooled
by the frigid void. These processes helped
cool the surface which, in turn, released more
gases. It was in this heating and cooling pro
cess and in the rushing and roiling about that
these elemental clouds of gases picked up
charges of energies from earth's magnetic
field. These charges were of almost unbeliev
able potency and thus did electrical charges
come into existence on earth. These charges
grew into the clouds to such potencies and
proportions that one cloud could not contain
its charge for long and would seek relief in

13
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dis c h a r g e to another cloud. Soon the s e
charges played not only from cloud to cloud
but from cloud to earth until it seemed as if
the new planet had been born only to be con
sunled in blue-white firc.

Though my statement bears the element of
over simplification, this interplay of electri
cal charges, with its by-products of extreme
ly concentrated heat amI pressures, produced
the first atmospheric chemical composite
water. This water, beingheavierthalltheele
mcnts surrounding it, fell to earth as rain.
This cooled more of the earth's surface
which. in turn, released more gases from the
molten surface plus steam. The steam, in
turn, produced more raln. Water, when under
the influence of what you callgravity,hasone
property which is of interest to us here. Water
tends to seck that point closest to the center
of your gravity, but, impeded in its downward
plunge, will at least seek its own level. So it
was that earth was cooled pinnacle first and
valley last. This, if you think the problem
through, insured the most complete and rapid
cooling of the surface by supplying, at all
limes, the maximum in gaseous release sub
squently causing usable rain coolent. Hivers,
lakes, oceans are formecL Then the energies
of your sun's radiant effect upon your atmos
phere took over the tasks of earth's heat. You
know the rest.

Qelter# .3
Entrance of Adam

This water was sterile as was the cold and
barren rock. The first star-men approaching
your earth fO\.Uld little more than a dead and
dangerous world upon which to land his craft.
He had come to determine the new world's
needs and so it was that a council of men of
many worlds met to determine a course of
action most reasonable lo the greatest num
ber. These peoples, from worlds populated
eons in advance of the creation of your world,
brought benign bacteria and minute plant life
to earth. They then left to allow nature to take
its course.

In time, plant life sought the sea and adapted
to a new environment. Water eroded the rock;
that dust of meteorites which smashed upon
the shield of your atmosphere amI settled to
earth. Bacterial action leavened all. The life
cycle of the plant, along with bacteria and
chemical action of decay upon rock, produced
a rich and hospitable loam which covered the
barren rock. Minerals, eroded from the rocks
by streams and rivers in their plunge to the
seas, created a salinity of water. This mutated
certain plant life forms amI prepared them
for the next step on the evolutionary ladder.
Surface plant life, too, underwent greal change
in lhose early days. To an observer of today,
all such processes would seem in slow mo
tion, but the transition of earth from firey
mass to lush green of fern, flower and tree

15
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took place in a remarkably short time.
Sea lichens and algae mutated; changing

character in the increasing salinity ofthe sea.
Some, however, remained suspended in an
cient form to this very day. Others among
those sea plants, under violent conditions of
heat and pressure produced by the natural
phenomenon of lightening, evolved into the
first sea animals. These first true brutes of
earth, Wliquely small, were singularly im
portant. These monocellular be as tie s at
first, fought each other for sustenance but
later banded together for survival. Still later
these monocellular colonies embraced the aid
of strangers and became capable of self-re
production. Soon more com pIe x animals
evolved from these.

Then came the first true fish, then am
phibian and even later, true mammalian- air
breathing creatures. These came up on t~ dry
land and mutated further. They populated the
earth with yet other species of brutes.

Then star-man carne back to earth to stay.
These people brought to ear t h still other
forms of animal life. They brought beasts of
their worlds, some for utility and service,
some for pleasure, and some because they
could be bred successfully with earth crea
tures. Star-man stayed upon earth to extend

12etter # 3
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his civilization; to reproduce his own kind in
earth's new and energetic atmosphere. This
was earth's first civilization. CrUde, by fu
ture standards, but successful and vigorous.
These colonists were dependent upon their
brothers on their home worlds. When these
brothers fell to quarreling, the resultant in
tergalactic war isolated the colony. Star- man
became cave-dweller and eventually ceased
to exist. These were men and men had not
learned the value of peace.

A second and more technically advanced
colony was soon attempted and, for a time,
seemed to do well. It disappeared in a huge
seismic convulsion which changed the face of
the earth. A third vanished as your sun un
derwent minor change and all but scorched
life from earth's surface.

In this natural dehabilitating of earth, great
heat-resistant brutes came into be in g and
ruled earth for tens of thousands of years.
These brutes defied even star-man's efforts
at extermination. Then nature turned the ta
bles. Earth cooled; exterminating the fire
brutes and became icy waste land for an equal
period of time. Eventually, men from the stars
returned and replenished earth. Again and
again and again, all was destroyed by cata
clysm, by brute, by heat, by cold, by war and
by nature.

17
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So star-man deserted earth for many ages.
The changing solar energies, reaching earth
from the young, vigorous and inconsistent
sun, played upon earth. Toying with its atmos
phere, it created new plants, animals, soil and
climate. It was long before man of a different
stature visited earth. This time, it was, that
man's warlike energies served earth well for
these men were driven to earth by the for
tunes of a great intergalactic waT.

These new strangers to earth - these men
from truly far distant worlds, were of varying
stature, color, mentality and temperment.
They brought with them cultures that were
widely divergent. Their music, art, sciences,
food, machines, clothing, buildings and struc
tures were all as varied as they themselves.
These s t l' a n gel's were the forebearers of
those who were later to populate the land you
have read about and now name Atlantis. Yet
a different race colonized and flourished in
the place you know as Lemuria. Still others
thrived on other beneficent places of earth.

All of their ethnic differences served to
unsettle their lives, cause disagreements and,
eventually, hostilities. A series of wars
bloody beyond belief - ensued, but did serve to
allay tempers. A great council of nations was
called to ameliorate all differences. This
conference expanded into a kindofpermanent
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arbitration body and, for a time, all went well
under its influence. Tens of thousands of years
went by, during which time these peoples ad
vanced their civilizations, learned from one
another, and found peace, love and tranquility
much to their liking and benefit.

They conquered the natures of earth and
advanced to the other worlds in concerted
effort and in universal harmony. It was at
about this time that war was discarded in
most advanced worlds of your universe, as a
means of settling disputes. They aided each
other from the ravaging of marauders from
space who had not learned peace. They learned
to temper the weather. For a time, all seemed
fa vorable for many eons of increasing pros
perity for all. Then your sun switched polar
ity. This simple act of nature wentlittle heed
ed but it nearly undid this glorious civiliza
tion. The planets of this inconsistent star soon
followed its example. The new solar influence,
coupled with the war madness of another civ
ilization upon a planet twice removed from
your position in the system, caused earth to
physically switch polarity and leave its de
signated orbit, temporarily.

Because of his will to survive, his stamina,
and his marvelous cooperative society, men
of all nations survived this cataclysmic event.
Though badly mauled in the overturn of the
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The new continents, formed in the upheaval
of the earth, were amicably settled. From the
mire of catastrophy rose a new and, in some
respects. comparable civilization to t hat
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pl::tnet, this civilization, greatly reduced in
glory and the means to continue onward, did
survive. But now, in the aftermath of the
cataclysm where life was no longer one of
ease, men fell to quarreling again. Wars, the
new and more distant orbit of earth and the
change in the earth's atmosphere reduced men
to little more than animal status. Seismic
convulsion and volcanic upheavel, new plant
and animal forms were his constant hazard,
and man became less in number and flirted
again with extinction.

But earth healed her wounds and mended
her atmosphere. Soon the dangerous, unadapt
able flora and fauna disappeared and, in their
place the crystal blue walls of ice all but
covered the earth. Certain men of earth sur
vived and, as the ice age wastes retreated
under the ministrations of the replenished
atmosphere, a new type of man arOse in the
v~rious sections of the earth. His finer phy
SIqUe, l::trger brain, and greater capacity for
emotional stability soon set him back on the
road to civilized existence. 'But it was many
t~ousand~ of years before a thought of a coun
CIl of natIons was again put to the test.
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which flourished in the time beIore the change.
Then at the pinnacle of success, as the flower
of that civilization unfolded to new glory; at a
time cooperati ve effort could have again taken
them to new homes in the stars. two great
nations of earth- Atlantis and Lemuris - fell
to dispute over "rights, prestige and national
honoL" The rest you have heard. Their ter
rible conflict, however, merely hastened the
natural cataclysms that marked the end of
another age. Agreat quaking of earth destroy
ed most traces of Lemuria and caused the con
tinent of Atlantis to sink into the sca of obliv
ion.

The great sciences, arts, mental powers
and capabilities of that civilization were vir
tually destroyed in the conflagration of man's
making. These were men. Still men of earth
had not learned to live in love and peace.

The first nUclear experiments of these two
nations attracted the attentions of other men
on distant worlds. Upon investigations, these
space strangers found men of earth not only
unschooled in the horrors of nuclear war but
unmindful of their duties to each other as
brothers in the Creator. These strangers
from space descended upon the earth and thus
it was that some few groups of earth nations;
those desiring to live in pea c e, were lifted
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from your surface in seven great star ships.
Others among the nations of earth went to far
off places on the planet in vain attempt to a
void the consequences of the coming war, at
the sunset time of the last age of man. The
wash of radio-activity in which earth was
baptized and the shattering effects ofthe great
detonations caused natural upheavals that de
stroyed all of SOme and great segments of
other once proud races and nations.

Civilized man again found himself to be a
cave-dweller, washed clean of civilization's
burdensome responsibilities, his marvelous
mental and physical capabilities. All were re
duced in number and some of the finest men
talities in the galaxy were burned clean in the
nuclear aftermath of the eruptive holocaust.
Man's status was reduced to that of beast of
the field and forest. He became the hunted
more than the hunter with his means of de
fense reduced to the expedient of simple flight
from danger. The long road back, again
stretched full length and narrow before man
on earth.

The Will, which directed the creation of
your Wliverse. now lOVingly decreed respite
from the agomes and perils of the peoples of
e~rth. One, who is Divine, called upon a spe
CIal race of beings to watch over this man
creature who was now incapable of his own

Eetler # 3
Entrance of Adam

destiny. This race of spirit beings was as
signed to watch over the affairs of earth and
earth's peoples. It was the cosmic design that
these beings were to protect man and to ele
vate him in mind and body so that he could
again be fitted for company in the universal
family of the All. You know the very first of
this spirit clan to some extent. You have called
his name Adam. He and his kind were special
in all creation. They were and are from the
Creator; sparks of the One you call God; truly
evolved beings of the Divine.

The story of Adam has come to you from two
sources. Both are distortions. But these dis
tortions; the two stories of Adam, were by no
means deliberate. The errors were intro
duced by man's inability to understand what he
saw, heard and felt. This misunderstanding
has been compounded in the verbal interpre
tations and subsequent translations from one
language to another. I say, again and again,
have patience with those who would interpret
spirit events. They work with but the finite
tools of man and do their best. Man is. after
all, only man.

Of course there were and are men of evil
intent who have destroyed some oftheknowl
edge and information which could have forged
the missing link between the books of ancient
mythology and the book you know as the Bible.
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Adam, it was, though you may scoff, who was
known to the ancients of your race as Zeus;
his brothers and sisters were the ancient gods
and gOdesses.

Brutes of terrible and unbelievable propor
tions, created by the radio-activity of the
Atlantis and Lemuria war, did in reality roam
the earth for a time, preying on defenseless
man. It was through the efforts of thi s Adamic
race that the reign of terror of such beasts
as centaurs, satyrs, unicorns, harpies, mer
men and mermaids, was finally broken and
destroyed. Superstitious man turned to these
wonderful beings in worship and adoration.

Eetler # 3
Entrance of Adam

These with the spark of God; the progeny ?f
Adam, are the humans of earth. The Adamlc
race bred with man and depopulated the home
of Zeus.

Rest in the Will of the Divine One.
Baloran.
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During the cleansing of earth, Adam and
his kin entered flesh to accomplish certain
tasks which could be accomplished in no other
way. These sojourns in flesh became pleasant
experiences for many of these spirit beings.
Each flesh entry made returning lo spirit
form more difficult. Adam established close
and affectionate ties with men on earth. He
thought that by combining his spirit nature
with man-nature he could best accomplish that
which he came to accomplish. Adam and his
kin took direct control of man and all of his
affairs. "And the sons of God found the daugh
ters of earth fair, and took them to wife."
Thus "fell" Adam and his race to become
enmeshed in the cycle of birth and rebirth.
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£letter #4
Details About Early Man and Humans

I am Baloran. I think it would be wise at
this lime to answer a number of questions
which have arisen relative to our first mes
sage. We knew at the beginning, that these
messages would leave great gaps of knowledge
to be filled. We realized, too, that a history,
though brief, should be complete. I shall,
therefore, pause from time to time, where
necessary, to fill these gaps which we must,
for brevities sake, leave a-yawning. You won
der where man was first in evidence in your
universe; upon which planet his presence was
first felt; whether he was created as a total
form or if he evolved to his intelligent func
tioning state.

Man; the animal creature, evolved from the
slime of his first home planet in much the
same manner your sciences credit earth with

£etter#4
Details About Early Man and Humans

his spawning. In order of creation within your
universe, man was almost last. His develop
ment, however, was much more rapid than you
might suspect. His development occurred. on a
planet of great beauty, placidity and hospItal
ity. That world knew no such thing as vio~ent

storm, seismic convulsion or sun pUlsallon.
Its character was one of quietude and peace.
Its sun was most beneficent.

Upon evolving in to intelligent ftmcti.oni.ng
being with well developed sense of curI.oS.lty
which time encompassed only several mIllIOn
years, man was faced with little or no com
petitive struggle for existence. His home
planet and he were suited ideally for each
other. They were compatible, you would say.

This world abounded in natural resources
necessary to facilitate a great civilization.
Man's inventiveness and curiosity turned
these resources to that use. He evolved a
civilization upon that world capable of ex
tending itself to the stars. This, too, occurred
in a relatively short time. Approximately one
hundred thousand of your years were required
for man to successfully leave his original
home world for other habitable spots in your
universe.

Upon those other worlds, where each living
day was a bitter struggle, man found other
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man-like creatures - but dull and retarded.
These ones were brutish from almost con
stant strife with nature. Life became an equal
slruggle for original man as he colonized
these newworlds.lt was here among unfriend
ly surroundings, that man first studied the
arts and sciences of war.

Man evolved, under the urgings of his new
residences, into many, many different types
of beings. His breeding with the natives of
these new worlds was prominent in his phy
sical changes. Though his physical charac
teristics werc genetically weak, he really
adapted lo the other physical forms. His men
tality genes, his curiosity and his inventive
traits were usually dominant in these unions.
So it was that man's progress through world
after world Was made difficult as well a s easy.
He adapted to native life-forms with eaSe. It
is so that the cycle still turns.

Man's spawning place; his. birth-place home
still eXists, is still beautiful and hospitable
beyond words. It seems to be what all forms
of men hope for, dream of and wish to claim
as their own. Latent memories? We think that
is true. Shall man of your seventh plane uni
verse attain the desirable condition upon his
home world in the innumerable places to which
he has travelled? Pro b a b I Y not, in most
places. But he shall try to attain them until

Eetter # 4
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extinction.

You wonder about our explanation of the
origin of man on earth. Never once did we
mention native son on your world. T?ere w.as
none. The evolutionary scale of anul?-al hfe
on earth stopped at a high order of prImates
but it did not include man-creature.

star-man populated earth and ,all upon it,s
surface are descendants from him. Does It
not seem peculiar to you that your planet and
only some few others are peopled by many
races and that these people seem to live in
completely different worlds? Star-ma,n adaI?
ted to earth's primate forms but retallled hIS
coloring and his intelligence. This is the sim
ple explanation. It is also the reason why your
scientists seek, but will never find, what you
term "missing link" between your high p~i

mates and man himself. I appear to contradIct
myself, in a way, for there are certain "native
sons of earth"; the Adamic race of people
among you. But you must remember that these
are not true men.

There is. truly, no time given to us for ac
counting of the origins of the races present
upon your planet. Their histories are lengthy;
their origins and home planets can mean little
to you. At any rate, these histories are of rel
ative unimportance to you, for with but one or
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two more backward glances we continue our
work.

We told you Adam andhis brothers and sis
ters fell into the wheel of birth and rebirth and
depopulated the place of authority over the af
fairs of earth. Since that time, who has taken
the reign? Has the loving kindness of a bene
volent Creator abandoned men to continuous
destruction at the hands of nature and him
self? No indeed.

You know the story of the Lord of earth
the one you called Master, when in your midst.
You have also been told something of the story
of the White Brotherhood which was called
from beyond the fourth universal plane to aid
the Mas t e r in the work which Adam was
forced, due to circumstances, to abandon.
These beings are among your peoples today
both in the spirit and in the nesh. We in the
spirit have vastly mare simple tasks to per
form than those in the flesh. We have no man
tle of materialism to smother the memories
of Our identities and origins. Those of our
brothers who enter the fle sh bear the brunt of
the battle for the minds of men and humans.

Our brothers in the flesh among you are
relatively few and they bear a great respon
sibility. They must "remember" themselves
and what they are and perform the functions

£letter # 4
Details About Early Man and Humans

and tasks set out for them by the Brotherhood.
They must remain as they are - unidentified
for their ability to work in your midst would
all but cease in the prides and prejudices that
follow indcntification. These beings do walk
unknown among you, hungry for; longing for
home, but dedicated to the work of the eleva
tion of mankind, they remain isolated in order
to do the work of the Infinite Creator in the
company of the Master of your world;

They live as do you; they suffer as do you
but they live - they suffer for you. In the twi
light of this age, some of them begin to know
themselves - even through the mantle of nesh.
Spirit knowledge is impossible to eradicate.
With it and the knowledge attainings of their
flesh brains, so to speak, they do begin to
suspect. The end ofthe age is athand and with
it shall come the great light of knowledge that
was promised in your ancient writings. It is
a time when humans and men shall know their
identities and possess all the knowledge of this
universe.

Be at rest in your Loving Creator.
Baloran
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£etter #5
Explanation of Some Biblical Characters

I am Baloran. We would bring you some
thing, in a series of short letters, of the
early history of the man-human races on
earth in this present age.

The book you know as the Bible dates the
history of the human race some four thousand
of your years before the time of the One you
know as the Christ, whom you revere as the
Lord of the earth. The first author- scribe of
this book has been given the responsibility of
that date by men who interpreted SOme of the
writings of the one you call Moses. Wewould
Say - let the responsibility and the date stand.
Little would avail from the impeachment of
all that is now so rigidly believed by so much
of the earth's society. We have no time for
the bantering of argumentive ideas. Letus say
that this one, Moses, was, as you suspect. an

EeUer# 5
Explanation of Some Biblical Cbaracterll

inspired and guided individual who wrote ~he

creation of earth and man in a manner ~hi.ch

could and would be believed by the maJorIty
of his people at the time.

Moses was chosen to jolt the minds of his
people back to the reality of the Plan of the
Infinite One because he was capable of great
understanding and compassion for men and
humans without being embroiled and enmesh
ed in their affairs. As such. he could best lead
all of his people back to the One known to
them as God. This one, Moses, was of the
White Brotherhood. Upon entering fle.s~.

Moses forgot, as ever is the case when SPl:It
beings enter flesh,his ide~tity in the WhIte
Brotherhood. He forgot, untll the proper mo
ment of inspiration, his purpose upon earth.
He groped through the stu<li~s~f.his early life
unaware of his unique and SIgnIficant role.

He was inspired, we may say. at the pre
cise moment of lowest ebb in the affairs of
the man-human race so that his works and
deeds would be of greater inspiration to.. and
have more lasting effect upon, those he WIsh~d

to serve. Much of what this one wrote. IS
couched in symbolism; some bears the ?IS
tortion prevalent in all spiritually inspIred
works on earth. But Moses wrote and taught
his people as he felt they could und~rsta~d
truth at that time. He lived his earth hfe, dId
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the work he was sent to do, and died his earth
death upon the fulfillment of what might
readily though crudely be called his contract.

With these facts about Moses in mind, and
in full realization of the mental status of the
man-human race, let us go back to what Moses
termed the "creation of man" and strip that
story vf some of its symbolism. You have been
told that God created Adam and Eve, as true
children of himself, to manage the affairs of
earth so that men on earth could reclaim his
rightful place among the universal family.

For a time, we shall use the male and fe
male genders in referring to spirit beings but
we would ask that you adjust your thinking to
something more of a blend of genders. I shall
explain more fully in another letter but, for
now, know that male and female are true
physical terms which should not in reality be
applied to God, Spirit Beings, or the Adamic
race. The "Children of God;" symbolized by
the one you know as Adam, entered flesh. This
change in nature is symbolized by the sleep
that God put upon Adam. Adam awoke in the
company of Eve who symbolized the race of
men upon earth. These "Children of God" -
Adam and Eve -- were created with full know
ledge of "Good and EviL" They had no need
to "eat of the fruit of the forbidden tree."
Even that chapter of the fable is symbolism

Petter # 5
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for the act of the Adamic Beings turning from
the place of authority, embracing flesh exis
tence, and earning a permanent, so to speak,
place upon earth. The simple story of the ser
pent and the apple (which is also symbolic)
was imp 1ant e d by Moses because it could
readily be believed by the majority of theman
human race and also be understood by the oc
cult scholars of the age.

Did we not tell you that spirit knowledge and
memory could not be completely stifled by the
flesh? Man and human remembered God.
Man's memory permitted him the worship of
God through rock, tree or golden idol. The
hard core of the human race - the Israelites
- did worship the one God. The nation ofIsrael
was, at that time, small. In the account of
Moses, it was held entirely captive by a large
man-nation. Again, rather symbolic. All of
this symbolism depicts the spirit nature of
Adam held captive by flesh. They - the humans
of earth - had not forgotten their God. They
knew themselyes to be the children of God but
they had not the faith nor the mentality to al
ter their lot.

So it was that Moses wrote as he did, a
symbolized story, so that both man and human
could understand and believe and eventually
return to God. Moses had full spirit know
ledge, though not physical knowledge, that all
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he. wr~te for earthlings - so blinded by human
mISerIeS - was a symbol for the naked truth.
To present even partial truth in non-symbolic
form at that time would have accomplished
nothing. Neither man nOr human could have
understood. Is it not written in the ancient
books, which you consider sacred, that at the
end of the age the earth shall be bathed in and
changed by the full knowledge of truth? This
statement, of course, refers to the knowledge
of truth peculiar to your seventh plane uni
verse. That shall come to pass.

There are many facets to the gem you know
as truth, as is the manner in which the human
~ace on earth shall be exposed to that which
It needs for graduation, shall we say, to the
next plane of existence. You have been ex
posed to truth in symbolism. You have been
impinged on the symbol but you have over
looked the truth. You have virtually willed
away the wealth of knowledge that surrounded
you during this age. You are exposed again in
th~ hope that your free will acceptance ofre
ahty shall usher you into that which was cre
ated for you.

Walk in the Love of the Creator
Baloran
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Eetter #6
More Details About Adam

I am Baloran. We would give you a contin
uation of the history of the races of man and
human on earth. From this point forward, we
shall refer to man of earth - no longer will he
be called star-man. But be ever cognizant
that the man of earth is away from his original
home and trapped upon a world not entirelyto
his liking. It is just possible that this resid
ual homesickness dictates his agressive na
ture. We would ask that you grant us the right
to refer to man and human as if of one race
where it is convenient in the telling of this
story.

Adam deserted his God-given place of au
thority over earth and man affairs for actual
habitation of your world in the flesh. This act
was, in a manner of speaking, a falling from



It was at some point, shortly after his en
trapment in flesh, that the conscience of Adam
conceived the idea of a Creator angry with him
for taking a neshy body. In reality, this was
not, and is not now, true. Human conscience
conceived, erroneously, the idea of an angry
God, banishment from His side, and punish
ment for leaVing "Eden." It is possible that
you remember from your Bible, that God
placed an angel with a firey sword at the en
trance to Eden to bar the way back to that
place for Adam. If indeed, an angel stands at
the threshold of" Eden," it stands with beacon
to light the way back - not with firey sword to
bar return. O~r God is nOne of these: angry,
vengeful, ternble, fearsome or jealous.
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God. But the "falling" was Adam's own in
terpretation and not that of the Benevolent and
Loving Forces which called him to earth. It
Was quite natural, after many incarnations and
final entrapment in flesh, that Adam developed
what you know as conscience - a fear psy
cho~is. This conscience served two purposes
for It became both excuse and alibi for Adam's
remaining in flesh upon earth. Spirit know
ledge coming to Adam in the flesh was grave
ly distorted by the flesh. As a result, COn
fusion commenced in the mind of Adam. God,
Hi~ "Angels," and all of spirit knOWledge
WhICh came through to Adam did so in great
distortion.

Eetter # 6
Mo re Deted, About Ada ttl

The firey sword is another tool of symbol
ism. It represents the conscience of man
kind. As I mentioned. it serves two purposes.
Human conscience devised the idea of the
firey sword, in fear, for the act of entering
flesh. Adam, in this way, blames God - even
to this day - for remaining in flesh. But his
error of interpretation is the distortion of the
flesh. This is truly "the mark of Cain." In
that it is such, Adam is not responsible in
the manner you have been taught. Did not the
One you know as Christ teach this to you dur
ing His last moments, as such, upon earth
when He was reported to have said, "Forgive
them for they know not what they do"? Think
you that I1is prayer was in reference to what
was happening to him? The story of that life
was written to show you the way back to ac
oepting the authority and responsibility for
earth and man and to show that way back to
the Creator which has always been open. The
prayer of the Master was not so much di
rected to the Creator as it was to mankind.
It was the last grain of knOWledge, cloaked in
symbolic parable, for final acceptance by
Adam at the end of the age.

These statements of the Lord of earth
which were so criticized for their parable
form were all meant to last for the final en
lightenment of mankind. Adam was not ready
to accept truth - not even from one such as
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the Christ. His free will and ignorance ut
terly rejected truth in that day. It may be that
the foregoing answers many long-held and
much loved views. These contradictions may
seem distastefully harsh but they represent
the knowledge of many somewhat removed
from the earth scene.

Did not the Master disprove the existence
of the "firey sword" when, in the words of
your classic, He "ascended directly to His
F~ther"?Does the story not tell you that, with
HIS last earthly breath, He tried to tell you
that your God understood your fleshy failings
and forgave you for them? Does the Christ
story not show you that the way back to Eden
is not barred except as the guilty conscience
might distate? Does His story not tell you that
all is possible through faith?

Be aware, my Dear Ones, that your Infinite
Father is Infinite Love and worthy of your
faith in all things.

Baloran

Eetter# 7
Noah and the Flood

I am Baloran. Now we shall continue our
little sojourn through the pages of the his
tories of the peoples of earth. Thus far into
the pages of Genesis of your Bible, we have
dealt with only the human race but with one
reference to man. There is another such ref
erence in, what you have been led to believe,
was the second generation of the human race.
That reference is to the people of Nod. This
reference to the peoples on earth may seem
peculiar to you but you must remember that
the book waS written by humans for humans
who, at that time, realized no difference be
tween the two races. These two references to
the man race of earth have been points of con
fusion and contention through the age.

For a time, let us satisfy our curiosity with
the pages as written in the Book of Genesis.
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In all truth, little can be gained by delving
more deeply into the lives of individuals or
clans of humans, recorded or not recorded,
therein. One fact seems per tin e n t: All
humans, except one, died normally after lead
ing what you consider naturally long lives.
The Bible names only one exception; Enoch.
It tells us that he was "a just man who walked
with God." Even then the "firey sword" and
"original sin" theories were sha ttered.

Hwnan and man continued living upon earth;
intermingling, inter-breeding, and the spark
of God permeated the flesh though the flesh
knew it not. The human race began to increase
and the increasing numbers brought increas
ing conflicts of interest. This led to the first
puny wars of humans. The flight ofthe nations
of Israel from Egypt is the story of the free
ing of spirit knowledge from the bondage of
the flesh (the ignorance of the flesh) and its
subsequent permeation of all nations. The
story of the tower of Babel is, may we say
here, symbolic of the spread of human kind
through all the nations. Both are symbolic of
Adam's desire to be of personal aid to all men
of earth. Adam spread his seed ( spirit know
ledge) over the then known nations.

The human race fell more deeply in love
with flesh and less and less cognizant of God
until another cataclysm set all earth's peo-

£etter # 7
Noah and the Flood

pIes roughly and rudely back upon the road to
the Creator. The flood of Noah's time was that
cataclysm. Noah; a human clad figure-head
had the knowledge to return to the original
state of Adam. But these peoples, too, loved
earth existence and failed even to recognize
the opportunity afforded. Although the fable
of the flood has been passed on to you in un
changed form from the writings of Moses, you
must remember that it came to Moses from
antiquity and was greatly changed in fact. Here
again, truth was hidden in symbolism to leave
room for credibility in the minds of the earth
people.

It is possible that the clan of Noah never
knew the true causes ofthe flood for they were
far removed from the prime movers of the
waters. Noah (this name represents a tribe
or clan of people as does the name Adam) was
informed of the impending disaster long be
fore the event, by a "messenger of the Lord,
in a dream." You may believe this for it is
true. Noah was a just and a sensitive man, as
you would say it. Sensitivity, clairvoyance,
precognition, are these not all capabilities of
some of your people today? Again, here in the
story of the flood, we find the human guilt
fear complex - conscience - punishing man
kind for imagined waywardness and placing
the act of punishment with God. Noah, and then
Moses, and all of the human race at that time
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knew next to nothing about the capriciousness
of the moving land masses of earth. Indeed,
they knew nothing of earth's geography. How
then could the growth of another continent be
believed? There was God; there were earth's
peoples; there were the confines oftheir home
lands. To them, God alone, was capableofthe
movement of such large amounts of natural
materials. So the human conscience, which is
another way of saying "fear of God," punished
Noah and the peoples of that day. In the story
as written by Moses, that punishment was
meted out not only for the act of Adam's leav
ing "Eden " but for the sin of human earth
flesh.

Now her e does history, as recorded by
human or man, recognize the two races as dis
tinct and separate types of beings. Adam,
through this age, has blinded himself to the
heritage Which was his. He has even denied
that he is a distinct and true son of the Cre
ator. This is indicated by his lack of faith. In
this beguilement of himself, Adam has even
resorted to the story that the Master; the
Christ of your Bible, is the single incident of
the son of God upon earth. But we shall let
that story rest for now and tell you something
of the flood.

Humankind had spread through but one
small section of the earth. But to these peo-

Eetter # 7
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pIe of small minds and talents, what they could
see was all that existed. Their small segment
of the earth was fruitful and it supported them
well enough. Little was the need for extensive
exploration. They lived their lives in abject
fear of the unknown. Except for the press of
population, they travelled little. There was
little of reality in the Bible story ofthe flood
of Noah's time. As is true now, was true then
your earth was under observation by peoples
from the stars. It was these star people who
warned of the impending danger and provided
the craft which enabled the tribe of Noah and
others throughout the earth to escape catas
trophy. But it is true that these peoples - the
tribes of Noah - alone, survived in their small
segment of their earth.

Great areas of the earth were affected by
the flood but very little of the waters was sup
plied by rain. Rain minorly increased what
would have otherwise been a flood of world
changing proportions. Noah and those people
were far removed from the prime mOvers of
the waters and could not know nor, therefore,
tell to posterity the true reason for the deluge
and the flood. A great buckling of the earth's
crust in, what you now call the Atlantic ocean,
swallowed some of the last small remainder of
the Atlantic continent and gave great impetus
to the growth of the Andes mountains. This
great nat u r a 1 upheaval displaced huge
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amounts of sea water which washed clean
many portions of all continents of earth. Thus
did Noah know flood conditions, as did the
ancients of your South America, Africa, Asia
and North America.

The territories which are now, the eastern
Mediterranean countries had some slight
sinking and later lifting effect from the buck
ling of the earth's crust which resulted in the
rapidly rising waters. The volcanic eruptions
which preceded and accompanied the upheaval
of great land masses added the needed dust
nuclei to the air to sustain great and intensive
rains over many portions of your globe. But
the rains were merely companion to the main
bodies of ravaging waters.

Human, man and beast were all markedly
affected by the flood but none were totally de
stroyed. Thus were humans, men and beasts
preserved through the most terrible of floods.
So did Moses relate the story.

There is more behind the story ofthe flood
but we will leave it for another time.

Rest in the Will ofthe Creator
Baloran

Eetter #8
The Peoples' Code of Morality

1 am Baloran. Great has been our anxiety
over the inner struggle which you of earth
have been waging over the past years. Never
have your minds been so disturbed and pre
occupied in the turmoil of unformed de
cisions. Even now there are intermingling
thoughts wrestling for control. Even now when
you think yourselves somewhat eased from
worries, you are caught up in the webs of
intrigue being woven about you. Be calm. Lis
ten to the peace within you. Listen to the small
hushed voice at the essence of your being.
Torture yourself no longer with self-doubt and
recrimination. Nothing is gained in chaos and,
truly, much may be lost to you. Your world is
as it is because you have allowed it to become
so. You now feel powerless to stop the mad
ness; the headlong plunge which your soci
eties seem to be taking into the sea of ob-
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livion. Let not this one pebble impede your
progress to the light of a new and enlightened
society. Fear not. Earth's societies are not
due for total annihilation. Rid yoursel ves of
the abomination of such thoughts.

Pause for a moment, if you must, to glean
knowledge from that which is given you as ex
perience but be not stymied nor mired in the
trap of trivia. You have heard this before but
it does bear repetition. You have certain les
sons to learn now that you have taken this cer
tain course. They are inevitable. Learn the
lessons well and soon, and then be done with
them. Know this, People of Earth: Progress
in unfoldment is gained only with effort. It is
our experience that progress can be meas
ured in the degree of pain involved. You do
know that each experience given is another
opportunity for progress. Though you pause
to wrestle your knotty problems to under
standing, remember, stagnation is the other
face; the alter ego of progress.

Trust your intuitiveness in the matters of
knowledge attainment. The automatic use of
your faculties and your trust in them is one
part of knowing your self. Intuitively you shall
gravitate toward that which is truth to you at
this moment and take it as your own. Can you
not see this is the reason for much of what
you have received repetitiously? You shall

Eetter #8
The Peoples' Code of Morality

receive, again and again, knowledge which is
vital to your growth in the hope that, through
repetition, a moment of acceptance shall be
reached. Then, too, truth is enhanced in its
chances for acceptance through repetition.
Take that which you are able, people of earth,
and leave the rest in peace. Be thoughtful and
considerate enough to afford those about yOU
the same grace. Are not all of those about you
part of the Divine Plan? Indeed, is not all
manifestation included in the Divine Plan?

It was our intention to continue, uninter
rupted with the story of your planet and its
present society but we shall lay that to one
side, momentarily, for a discussion of the
subject of moralities of the people of earth.

You have heard, I feel certain, a lingual
description of a code of morality. A code of
morality is a set or grouping of virtues by
which one being or group of beings live hap
pily in a society. Though I mig~t try for so~e
span of time to find a more sUitable descrip
tion, this shall do eminently well. It is ~ cer
tainty that your virtues are those attrIbutes
best suited to sustain life. As you know, that
code of morality which the peoples of your
western world have accepted, has been termed
an extension ofthe Universal Morality or Law.
It has been an amalgamation of much ancient
knowledge, brought from your earth's eastern
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societies, with something of the western
world to color it. It is, if you will, an exten
sion of spirit knowledge into your seventh
plane vibration.

Eettcr #8
The Peoples' Code of Morality

exclusion of all the rest. Who is to say that he
accepts in error? True, as in the refracted
beam, one color is not all of that beam but it
is a vital part.

51

As we said in past discourses, spiritual
knowledge comes from the minds of sensitive
individuals and is there bent and distorted
much as a beam of sunlight is bent or re
fracted by a medium such as water or a
prism. The beam of sunlight, broken by the
prism into the spectrum and then viewed by
the observer who cannot see the composed
light is greatly disguised. If there be many
Observers, each one perceives sunlight for
himself, in each case, the perceptions are in
dividual and different. All are different from
the original.

Each observer sees first that color which
he most appreciates. Indeed, the tendency is
to remember that partiCUlar color the most
vividly and for the longest period of time.
Some viewers will even become So hypnotized
by their individual impressions that they will
convince themselves that SUnlight consists of
only one color, to the exclusion of all others.
So, too, it is with the perception of spiritual
knowledge from which stems your interpreta
tion of universal Morality. One person may be
perceptive to but one small fragment of that
knowledge and will accept that portion to the

:1.•.;'.. ';:j

Equate, then, this example to that which you
ha ve come to know in the western world as
Christianity and the morality which has come
with it. Can you not see that, though the view of
each splinter group or sect may not be com
plete knowledge, it is partial knowledge. Even
though distorted in form, it is truth as you
per c e i ve it and should be so respected.
Equate, too, this example to the beam of
spiritual knowledge which bathes all of man
kind of earth. We would emphasize all. It is
not one race, one nation, one group ofpeoples
favored with knowledge and truth. All have the
opportunity of full knowledge of truth. We
might say her e that the a d age "Many are
called but few are chosen" could be best said
"many are called but few choose to listen."

Need you, as an individual, cling to the views
and beliefs of another or to those of a group to
partake of the feast of truth? Certainly not. No
man needs to accept the views of another when
total or near total truth is more nearly attain
ed by taking the bra a d view of all. Accept
knowledge of a spiritual nature from whatever
source it may come, Analyze it, test it in the
crucible of your inner self and accept or re-

~,.
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ject as you feel compelled. Remember, no
man's expression of truth makes it truth be
cause he expresses it as such. Think not to
influence others to accept your views for the
sake of vindication of your thinking. Each has
his individual problems of consciousness un
foldment and it is distinct, unique amI totally
individual. You know that unfoldment is ad
vanced entirely and wholly through that which
you term experience. Each being is created
with the prism of himself. Need I say more?
Oh yes - you can blind another individual or
group to a particular view. You can render
another's prism opaque and reflect upon him
only those views which you allow through your
prism. But would you be willing to be held ac
countable? We think not.

Now armed with your definition of morality
and aware of the universal dispensation of
truth-knowledge, let us scrutinize the subject
of that which you have come to recognize as
your moral code. In that you are, firstly,
spiritual beings, you do possess a knowledge
of morality which is quite complete. As you
know, when you pass over into carnate exist
ence, your memory of this knOWledge, as well
as the memories of former existence, is lost
temporarily. Your memory is anesthetized,
so to speak. Your memory is all but smothered
in the weightiness of the flesh. But is it only
the memory that is missing? Yes, that is all.

('

Your knoWledge of universal morality is still
intact.

As infants and children, you are as thor
oughly moral creatures as is possible upon
your world. What is the difference between
your little children and adults? Adult ca~na~e
beings fear - and your greatest immoralIty 1S
this: You teach your children to fea~.

Throughout the ages, this has been so. Th1s
fear may be the greatest immorality of all
earth beings.

As was discussed in the earlier letter,
Adam and his kin left the place of authority
over earth to take charge of man and earth
affairs. In carnate distortion, he then invented
an angry God as reason for not returning ~o

his rightfUl place. The "firey sword" of h1s
conscience is his alibi for remaining upon
earth. This fear of God; therefore fear of all,
you humans of earth perpetuated through the
age. You have passed it, father to son and
mother to daughter, until you fear even that
which you are - Divinity itself. Morally you
are created and you progress to immorality
in the act of carnate maturity. In the words
of your master-teacher, you will not attain
happiness until you again become as "little
children". As children you loved; you were
unashamed of yourselves; you were unfearful
of God. You trusted intuitively in your Creator
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and all was right in your universe. It is sad
ness to observe the attainment of adulthood
of most beings in your world.

You have adopted codes of morality in your
societies by which all are expected to live:"
adaptable or no. Upon what foundation do you
build your codes? All but a few upon your
earth worship a distant God-being. Why? All
but a few upon your earth worship parents as
all but demi-gods. Why? M0 s t 1y, 1 think,
through reasons of fear.

Through the age you have feared to lie,
feared to steal, feared to kill, feared to rape,
in your heart of hearts. Why? certainly you
have done these in profusion in spite of the
fact that you have adopted them as the code
of "Thou shalt not". You have adopted for
yourselves what amounts to a code of nega
tiveness; a code oriented toward things which
must not be done. Your code of morality holds
immorality constantly before your eyes. You
fear to do what you term evil- but certainly
you do it. You fear what you consider immoral
only because of the consequences. In all of
this you have arrived at your code of "Thou
shalt not" through fear. lt may be said that
your code of morality has its roots in your
civilization and does react to the "progress"
there, rather than the knOWledge of the mo
rality which you have created.

2etler # 8
The Peoples' Code of Morality

Again, fear has not kept you from the com
mission of all that you hold contemptible. You
steal, you bear false witness, you kill, you do
rape. \Vhat of your world now? Do you care
that it is all but ruined? Yes, you do. Again,
you care because of the lash of fear - not
love. Do you think the world situation in which
you now find yourselves is a condition brought
about by your moralities? It is not. The moral
ities with which you were created in spirit, and
still possess, are responsible for the order of
the universe. Your minds, your inability to in
terpret things of the spirit in proper perspec
tive, your penchant for fear worship, has put
you, your world and its societies of peoples,
upon the brink of disaster.

Fear assailed Adam after his entry into
the flesh at the beginning of the human race.
It assails him today and is now, as then, his
greatest immorality. This fear; this immo
rality, has turned the face of love - Adam's
greatest morality, around to expose love's
alter ego - hate. Fear is indeed, in this case,
father and mother of the hate loose in your
world.

Cannot you love all about you with your
whole spirit; with your whole minds; with your
whole bodies? Is not love for all the very rea
Son you exist? You say you cannot love the
criminal. Why? You and your code of fears
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have made him much as he is. There is the
Divine Spark in all, more or less developed.
Though you need not admire what one does with
the Spark, certainly you must appreciate the
Divinity there. It is the love vibration in the
physical, truly so restricted that you, created
as a being of love, can do little more than
hate or possess. Could the immoralities of
fear and hate exist upon earth except for the
minds of men and humans? Could the atroci
ties against the morals of the universes be
committed if the peace, harmony and love of
the universes were permitted to shine through
the prism of each upon all?

You view through the prism of fear and
ignorance. Exchange that prism through the
practice of love and the attainment of knowl
edge. Cry not to your God in the reaches of
what you know as space. This One; God, is in
your being. Ga ther experiences with the
senses of your bodies, lay that before the Di
vinity of you. Knowledge - consciousness un
foldment to truth is thusly attained and at
tainable. You need no new code of morality.
You need but to become aware of - to remem
ber the code of which. bywhich, and for which
you were created. Think for a moment of a
world order which appreciates and lives by
the code - the moral code of love. Could you
then fear? You were created in love. You en
tered earth through the portals of love. You

£etter#8
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entered the earth for reasons of love. Can
you not now live in love? You are faced with
the simple choice of love or fear. You may
live in love or die in fear and the choice to
unfold either is indeed yours alone.

Stand forth in all your perceptive capabili
ties to the light of truth and love which bathes
earth through the flood of spirit knowledge.
It is there - has been there since before your
time began. You have but to attune to it. You
have adopted the darknes s of fear and yoU have
fed it into the generations of this age. You have
adopted fear as a way of life and allowed it to
distort your moralities. You are shortly to
witness the transformation of aU your sphere
to the moralities of love and all ofthe natures
of earth shall resound to the approach of the
transformation.

Earth shall be changed. You have heard this.
All is progression to love and truth. Earth.
humans and men, and all of the rest of earth's
tenants shall rise to the morality of love or,
in mercifUl oblivion, avoid the transition for a
time. Progress is inevitable. It is the nature
of all things in all universes. All progress is
obtained in experience of either positive or
negative character. You dwell in the negative
of fear. You have but to choose to abide in the
positive of love. Know love as the code of your
morality and all powers of the universe shall
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be yours. Choose.

Let your prisms transmit love as the Light
of your world.

Baloran.

£etter # 9
More About the Code of Morality

I am Baloran. We would say that this dis
cussion, in appreciation of all points of view
of any subject - no matter how controversial,
leads more qUickly to understanding than does
turmoil and mental chaos. You-eachofyou
would do well to strive for perfection in the
art of obtaining mental calm and inner peace
when approaching discussions for the solution
of what seems to be insurmountable differ
ences of opinion in your daily lives. Listen to
those points of view which represent radical
departure from your own. Discuss your points
of interest, as well as difference, in attitude
of mutual respect and honor. You will learn
the ease with which you can overcome the most
knotty ofproblems • Master this technique with
your smaller problems and the larger ones
shall disappear as the night before the dawn.
Learn to accomplish and then guard well your
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ability to arrive at inner peace. It is only in
the atmosphere of loving understanding that
discernment and unfoldment progress are
possible. Now let us pursue, one step further,
the subject of moralities of earth peoples.

You will remember that we said in our last
letter that the peoples of earth incarnate as
moral beings and retrogress in maturity to
immorality because of the atmosphere offear
with which you have surrowh!ed yourselves
throughout this age. Of course, we speak not
of those certain fears which serve you well 
those fears which serve to preserve your
physical well being. Those fears which you
have been taught to associate with instincts
are, in reality, mer ely the most obvious
choice of two points of view in a situation in
which you could receive bodily harm. Because
of the rapidity with whichyouperceive the one
point of view; the fear of, or in, a given situa
tion, you believe this fear to be automatic ac
lion - instinct - which preserves your life. It is
not. Fear in a situation of self-preservation is
not instinct. It is the rapid and knowledgeable
choice of one endowed with volitional con
sciousness. You know this to be true for the
fear-choice reaction is not the same in all
men. Some seem to plunge blindly into danger
while others seem to shrink from it. Humans
have no such instincts. They choose their
course of action. But these are not the fears

2etter # 10
The Ten Commandments

of which we speak for now. Let us return to
the work at hand.

That fear which we would discuss is that
pain-fear; the process by which we grow in
knowledge. Earth beings seem to fear the
pain of knowledge acquirement and thinking
processes more than they fear death itself.
While in the self-preservation sense fear is
beneficial, in the other case, fear is most
detrimental. Yet your detrimental fears had a
worthy purpose until this time in the age. The
dark superstitious fears adapted by Adam had
held men and humans in a vise-like grip ori
ented in the direction of an eventual return to
the Creator. Now is the time for change for
much of what you know as evil has indeed re
sulted from these fears and that whole atmos
phere has been preserved and perpetuated in
the lack of calm thinking. Much truth and
knowledge have been lost to the peoples of
earth because they fear to think for them
selves. Are not most of you aware of your
Creiltor? These fears, then have served the
worthy purpose throughout the age. You Wl

thinking beings have had need of these fears
for through all of the centuries you have not
been capable of the understanding of love. You
have remained, for the most part, supersti
tious animals capable only of reaction to the
fear of punishment because you feared to think
for yourselves. Until now, you have been all
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but incapable of rational thought, It is a great
sadness to see you wallow in the fear habit
now that you are capable of some independent
thought and action.

Those who visit you from other realms of
your galaxy recognize this capability - rec
ognize that some few numbers among your
masses have rational thought capabilities but
lack the courage to develope it because of the
fear - reaction which each of you seem to have
built around yourself as an insulating wall;
an iron curtain. so to speak, which only the
individual builder can break through. The
destruction of these fear inspired walls must
be accomplished by the individual in the ex
ercise of free-will; by volitional choice; by
the process of free thought. These visitors
from space - were not their first pleas to you
to exercise your thought facilities? Do they
not plead with you now from the fastness of
their homes in space, to think?

These visitors from space know well, and
I might add, from experience, that each indi
vidual must make his own choice in all mat
ters. You are trUly creatures of free will as
well as volitional consciousness. You must
stand alone to choose fear or love as you stand
alone in the choice of life or death. They rec
ognize well, haVing gone that road before you,
that superstitious fear and all such ignorance

2etter# 9
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is best cast out by the light of clear, individual
thought. What is more ignorant than lack of
thought? Clear thought abolishes ignorance
and fear as the light pushes back the darkness.
Recognize now, peoples of earth, the need of
aid in this matter of choosing to think. Without
aid. you are incapable of breaking through the
fear habit of the age. Aid will be offered - not
forced- not influenced in the slightest way to
be more convincing to you. \Vhen force Or in
fluence is used, the very essence of aid is lost
and its nature is counteracted.

Your friends from space have been with you
throughout the age', They have observed their
best efforts in your behalf aborted, turned
away and rudely rejected. They have observed
your travelings down the road to become an
other belt of astroids in spite oftheir best ef
forts. They have observed your penchants for
allowing others to think for you and to use your
thinking for self-gain or agrandisement. Thus
have your friends observed you throughout the
age. Now that they have all but withdrawn from
your midst, will you not allow them a bit of
rest from their worrying and often exaspera
ting toil? They have not deserted you. Their
work has produced results. The fact that we
may discuss these things are proof positive of
their modest success.

Some of your earth creatures are becoming
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thoughty. This is fact though we know that
there are those among you who will dispute
this statement. As thinkers, you are now be
yond the need of the fear emotion to align
your hopes and faiths with the In fin i t e
Creator.

It is necessary to destroy the hydraheaded
monsters of misconception, superstition, hate
and fear, ifyouarenotlodesertone house for
another. The destructions of these monsters
can be accomplished only through careful
thought and thorough examination. You must
have good and adequate reason to leave famil
iar fields for new and 'untried pastures.

We shall, in future letters, examine the old
concepts of Divinity, universe, life and death,
so that we may more fully understand why it is
that we desert them. In discussions yet to
come, we shall examine new concepts to test
their worthiness of our acceptance. Remem
ber always that you are, in fact, thought cap
able beings of volitional consciousness. We
would suggest that you ponder that definition
until we meet again.

Live in the Light of your Creator.
Baloran.

£etter # 10
The Ten Commandments

I am Baloran. We would again request that
you think for one moment. Upon what would
you base your codes of morality? Has it b~en
your individual interpretation of that WhICh
you consider the Golden Rule or have you ac
cepted, for the most part, the interpretations
of this rule by others in the fear that you are
incapable or inadequate to solve the prob
lems? Have you accepted the concepts of
others - your religious leade~s - bec~use t? do
so gained you the acceptance mto theIr SOCI~ty

and to disagree earned rejections? We. th~nk
that this is the case. You accepted chIldISh
myth and superstition because to d~ so is pop
ular. Even those among you who belIeve them
selves free of mass accepted religious con
cepts pay homage to them in fear ~hat tho~e

conceptions, somehow, might be rIght. Thl,S
homage to convention is part of the fear habIt
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which you have adopted.

Yes, you have meekly stood by and let others
interpret for you - think for you. Only recent
ly, yes, recently, have some among you paused
to ask' 'why" of it all. Throughout this age you
have integrated your thought with popular con
cepts. Now you know, because you think, that
the interpretations of others lack much. Much
of the essence of you - the individual- the most
important being in the Wliverse - is missing.
You have given your stamp of approval but
you have not truly given of yourself to these
foreign ideologies. Your society exists today,
based upon that which others have thought to
be moral for you. This you have accepted as
the only possible morality upon which to base
your lives and civilization. It is upon religion
(a word for which you people of earth have
not agreed upon a definition) that you have
based your code of morality.

This code of morality - this golden rule con
cept - the brotherly love idea which you have
used as foundation for things moral, has been
complicated for you by the prismatic refrac
tion processing of truth through others. This
truth, if it can nowbe recognized as such, has
been complicated for you of the Christian
world in ten ways and in many directions. You
call the ten ways "The Ten Commandments",
and the many directions are best described

£etter # 10
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as orthodox canon law. The ten were given
to you some thousands of your years ago, ac
cording to your accepted records. The many
directions have come to you in a profusion of
confusion since that time. The ten - these sup
posed commandments - were, at that time, in
terpreted for you, at that time presented to
you, at that time accepted by you as the only
possible solution to your basic problems be
cause you greatly feared the consequences of
diversion from the will of your leaders. You
have perpetuated all that through the ages Wl
til now; fearing that to reject, means punish
ment. Until now, it has. This is becauseyour
leaders have not always had your best inter
ests at heart. This, we say with recognition
that, in many instances, and we speak with
great kindness: Some of you were those lead
ers and your tasks of adjustment will prob
ably be most painful. You are where and what
you are by your own choice, for you recognize
the need to adjust.

What of the now? Is it logical that all that
was written, interpreted and accepted then
thousands of your years ago - is still perti
nent; still acceptable? Is it still vital thatyoll
cling to ancient lore to attain what you con
sider happiness in, what you hope, comes after
the death of your physical mantle? Religion
has been the forte of your society and yet it
has been your weakness. Your civilization has
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arrived at its present position on the back, so
to speak, of religion. Yet, this religion has
been the maze which has siredyourfears and
your greatest immorality - the perpetuation of
those fears. You have made your Creator a
stranger -- a remote, fearsome and vengeful
God through orthodoxy. Your religions cap
italized upon your desire to be at one with
your Creator by keeping Him remote from
you -- unattainable by you.

Much of this, at the start of the age, Was
necessary because of the state of mind of
earth's peoples. Some was due, as Ihave told
you, to faulty interpretation. Much has been
hidden in obscure symbolism. Much was de
liberately hidden or held from you by your
religious leaders to keep you under their lead
ership. Why then must we accept this ancient
lore? May you not now, after all ofthese cen
turies, progress to new thoughts -- new ideas
more aligned with your present capacities and
capabilities? We do not necessarily seek new
precepts as such. We seek old precepts, re
vised or hidden by men of little mentality and
by those others who realized that the early
centuries of the age Were not propitious to
the revelations of full knowledge. The pro
gress of knowledge to truth must be slow. It
must progress with the rest of your civiliza
tion; with your capability to understand or it
will not be acceptable to you. Truth, being what

Eetter # 10
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it is, is constant. Therefore, acceptance of it
is not so much a matter that you accept but
when you are capable of acceptance.

Each generation has its problems; its Her
culean struggle with morality. In each gener
ation, this morality --this thing which you
ha ve sought most -- has evaded and eluded
you. Why? It has evaded you because you have
not the intelligence or the courage to face the
fact that truth comes from within. Because
of this lack of courage, you have done, what
you call, evil in the name of that which was
pointed out to you as moral. You have paid
homage to hate in your revered ceremonies
of love. You have forced the children offear-
jealousy and pride -- upon what you now con
sider of fear - jealousy and pride.

All that you morally wish to be was lost
when you first incarnated, thousands of years
ago. At that time, you fell heir not to flesh
alone but also to that which you call con
science. You think conscience to be the knowl
edge of right and wrong. It is not. Conscience
is the knowledge of fear and death. You think
that you know good and evil because of con
science. You do not. You know good and evil
intuitively. You know fear and death with con
science.

Have not your mystics led you into the con-
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science inheritance? Have not they capitalized
upon your fears? And you - each of you - are
as blameful as they because you have wished
to be as you are. Your mystics pointed to a
ghost evil and you accepted it for the sake
of forgiveness. You magnified your imagined
evils in the vain hope to magnify your for
giveness.

Turn you about, Peoples of Earth. Live not
in fear of a Benevolent Creator. Love Him.
Love your fellow men. Love yourself. Do
this: Love, and all that you seek shall be yours.

Baloran.

£etter # 11
Comments on the Church and Conscience

I am Baloran. We would say, in pursuance
of our discussion of morality, thatearthpeo
pIes have become the corrupted victims of
what you term conscience. Conscience - that
which has been mistaken for a sense of mo
rality.

In the human beings, morality is an intuitive
faculty. It is not so in the man creature. The
human is firstly spirit - a true son of God.
Man is the product of God's love but not of the
spirit. This is the difference. Not in the
broadest .interpretation of the terms life, in
telligence, or consciousness, can they be
synonym for spirit. There is man - there is
human. Though the outward appearance is now
the same, yet they are vastly different beings.
They strive together for similar goals be
cause Adam's original entrance into the flesh
was to personally protect, defend and elevate
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man of earth. Man was to be elevated to that
degree of consciousness which would tran
scend him from pointless existence in the
physical to a recognition of his soul's capa
bilities. Soul and spirit are not the same.
Though each is energy, Spirit is of God but
soul is the product of the physical conscious
ness and intelligence combined with life. Soul
is from God. We may elucidate these state
ments at another time but for now let us con
sider the moralities of these earth peoples 
man and human.

People of earth have been led to an adoption
of a sense of conscience (the knowledge of
fear and death and the desire for punish
ment) as morality. This conscience has been
infused by religious leaders who have used
your desire for at-one-ment with God to fur.
ther their own ends and their leadership over
you. Where, when and how have men and hu
mans been led to the acquisition of this con
science knowledge? Neither was created with
it. It was unnatural to both. Spirit knowledge
has bathed the earth since before the advent
of Adam to flesh existence. In the flesh,
neither man nor human is capable of the un
distorted perception of this knowledge. This
ability to understand has led both to the im
morality of fear.

Early in the age, there were those of both

Eetter # 11
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races who did understand much. Their abili
ties to perceive and think, and their courage
to put thought into action greatly impressed
those who could not or, through fear, would
not. Thus were leaders born to your earth.
Most of these original ones were relatively
pure channels of pure spirit knowledge. That
which they gave to earth's peoples was un
commonly pure. These channels laid the foun
dations of spirit man relationships in truth.
Upon ancient truths are your modern re
ligions based.

Through the generations, other and newer
leaders did not always have your best in
terests at heart. They soon found hate and fear
to be the most potent weapons with which to
maintain their leadership over you. The angry
God, which Adam's distorted flesh percep
tions envisioned, was unrelentingly exploited
by your mystics to maintain their leadership
and control.

The superstitions and fears along with the
profusion of confusions have carried through
to this very day. They have been fortified and
magnified by the acceptance they received in
earth's unthinking and ignorant generations.
What is ignorance other than the refusal to
think? While your societies have advanced in
every other field of endeavor such as arts and
sciences, because of the courage to turn the
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light of individual thought upon them. the same
is not true in the field which you people know
as religion. In this field you are not only ig
norant but have been stupified by the induced
fear habit. Even your religious leaders firm
ly believe in the ma n ifest impossibilities
foisted upon you generations ago. Now, the
fear of the Creator is deeply rooted in even
stronger desire to be at one with this Being.
It is this very fear-desire relationship that
your leaders of the church - your ministers
of God have been most unrelentingly unmer
ciful.

You have long questioned the "divine right
of kings," though their most rash deeds have
but bent your backs and enslaved your phy
siques. Why have you not questioned, as ser
iously, the mystics who have bent and en
slaved your thinking processes? Oh yes, they
have ruled you. Through your fears of your
Creator, which you have failed to logically
think away, they have established, perpetu
ated and extended their rule over you. They
have doubled and compounded their rulership
of you through your unWillingness to think. The
grasp of this dictatorship has poisoned you
with such fear that the majority of your peo
ples now believe that orthodoxy is the only
road back to the Creator.

This unwillingness to think is true even in

Eetter # 11 75
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a group as advanced as the readers of these
words. Those of you who have heard them,
have taken the words of your space friends as
narcosis for individual thinking. You do the
same with words. It is not our intent to con
tinue these discussions indefinitely to the goal
that you think as we do. We shall but point to
certain facts. You may decide their value and
then think them through. We are not your
leaders. You - and only you - are the captain
of your destiny. In that you live ina so-called
Christian society (though you know next to
nothing about Christianity), let us attempt to
define the ways in which this society has been
dictated to by the clergy of this brand of ortho
dox churchery.

All cults upon your earth are, to use an
am b i ti 0 u s phrase, orderly administrated
groups. Therefore. it is vital that they be
founded upon certain precepts. It is upon these
fundamental precepts that all earth societies
(your Christian society is no exception) form
their virtues, codes of morality, ethics, laws,
and, unfortunately, fears, taboos and super
stitions.

Basically speaking, all religions upon earth
advance the idea of a Supreme Being. In some,
there are lesser gods, in others there exists
angelic hierarchies which serve gods. But in
all, the idea of one Sup rem e God shines
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through. Almost all earth religions worship
the idea that unity with this Supreme Being is
the most desirable state of existence. All but
a few have arrived at the reward-punishment
idea for action upon earth. These three pre
cepts: One Supreme Being, A Celestial Hier
archy, reward or punishment, with but few
exceptions, seem to be the fundamental for
mat 'for earth's orthodox religions. They form
three cornerstones of most of your religions.
The fourth cornerstone, for all, yes all but a
few of earth's religions is church law. 'Why
so few? Is it because they are exceptions that
they are isolated to so few of earth's peoples?

It is the fact that it is upon the fundamen
tals of reward-punishment that the great re
ligions of earth have instituted laws designed
to perpetuate the religions concerned. The
church laws - these binding dogma, vastly
outnumber that which is advanced as the law
of God. These dogma do serve the purpose of
preserving and extending the particular cult.
Again, your Christian sects are not excep
tions. Each religion, to its leaders and ad
herents, possess truths designed to put you,
with little or no thought on your part, in the
lap of spiritual luxury upon the death of your
physical body. Your adherence to this church
law is accomplished through your unthinking
fear. Your fears bolster, strengthen and
propagate this adherence to church dogma.

£etter # 11
Comments on the Church and Conscience

So does the vicious cycle spin, broken only
occasionally, by one of free thought capabil
ity who is immediately ostracized from the
particular group to isolate the poisons of free
thought. Free thought, clear and logical think
ing, is trUly deadly poison to orthodox church
ery - and vice versa.

This blind and fearful acceptance of the fun
damental laws of orthodoxy has led to the
formation of your moral codes. Through fear
and its perpetuation do you live as you do.
Through the fear of death, perpetuated by the
church, have you conceived your code ofmo
rality. You love your God through fear ofpun
ishment and loss of reward - administered by
church. You may love each other in physical
manner, but only when and how church ad
ministration dictates. You have invited church
administration into your personal lives - into
your very bedrooms. You may conceive an.d
bear children and raise families but only If
administered by the church. All of your civic
laws - did they not flower from the seeds of
church administration? Yet your lives are
proof that these "children of church admin
istration" have not given you the happiness
you seek.

It is not happiness to fear your Benevolent
Creator - it is death. Itisnothappinesstore
ceive the blessings of your Creator because
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you fear not to receive. Your laws cannot be
laws of happiness or you would not break them
so frequently and regularly. Your physical
love is straight jacketed, as is evidenced by
your marriages that are being broken at al
most as rapid a pace as they are being made.
Credit God with Love - but marriages are
made on earth.

Could it be that this church control of even
your most intimate relationships with each
other has been found lacking? Think upon it.
Is it an honest and honorable code that you
follow? Is it dishonest? Has dishonest inter
pretation of Universal Morality led you to the
unhappy situation in which your world wal
lows? Your road back to original morality is
long and difficult and it leads to the essence
of Love. Travel the road of thought, difficult
though it may be, to the learning of the Love
Essence, and all universes are yours to com
mand.

Think - Learn - Love
Baloran

Eefter # 12
Human Weakness and Love

I am Baloran. Though our discussions upon
the mores of your civilization seem lengthy,
it is imperative that we complete the study.
No discussion upon vital topics should be com
menced without completion before termina
tion.

We have said, in previous discussions, that
because of the original fears of Adam and the
regenerative nature of those fears, you are
led into the fear habit by those of your leaders
seeking power over you. We know, too, that
this fear habit has, throughout the ages, mag
nified the original Adamic fear until that ener
vating and demoralizing cycle has warped the
minds of earth people into a firm belief in the
distorted religious fealties to which you pay
homage. These distortions warp your lives to
this very day for now they have become the
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only known way of life for your masses. Can
all this be changed? Are you to close out this
age and enter the new, mired in morass of
fear, superstition and hate - the moralities of
death?

You have been led to your temples in long
lines of penitents by the misunderstood com
mands to adore your God and to keep holy the
sabbath day. Yet, you know neither how to
adore nor what day the sabbath might be. Your
leaders spoke - but you thoughtlessly follow
ed. What difference, one day from another?
Your blind acceptance merely tightened that
grip of bon d age so that now you, in your
thoughtlessness, care not that the original
words referred to the "day" of your life in
this age. My dear People of earth, would a
loving Creator demand adoration from bended
knee and bowed head? Think you to be in league
with the, let us say, Christ consciousness for
but one day of your week? You do not think, you
but follow. In that you but follow, you tread not
the path way s to your God but to those who
would usurp God's due.

Think, my beloved Children! Is the edifice
to which you retreat and the shaman who in
tercedes, the very best possible way back to
your Creator? Has not the mosque, temple and
cathedral replaced your God? Do not you r
ministers claim the power to deny you your

Eetter # 12
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God? Do you troop to your churche s for love
of God or through fear that to do less will earn
you punishment and loss of reward? The an
swer is obvious. In the materialistic frame of
mind in which you now wallow, this act of
church goingis most remarkable. Through the
commands which make you thirst after pomp
and ceremony have you allowed your purses to
be lightened to a very surprising degree. You
chastize the lhief for outlawry and abet the
mystic with his call e c t ion basket. T hie f
weapon or mystic basket produce the same re
sults and we do believe the basket has all the
better of it. Rightly do you thrust the thief
from your midst, but the bottomless pit of the
collection basket you cherish as life itself. In
that you contribute to this form of legal rob
bery, you preserve the institution and insure
that same fate for your children. You have
chosen this path of sacrifice through the age
and, though you know it not, it is you who are
the sacrifice - you and all the children of the
age.

You had your spiritual portraits painted for
you by those of little talent in the art and
you have looked upon that representation of
yourselves in horror. Your fears have in
creased the assumption that this monstrous
portrait is truly as you are. You were pre
sented the distorted mirror of your mind with
which to survey yourself and you found that the
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portrait seemed to speak truly of you. Your
clergy painted the portrait to insure their
leadership. The mirror of your mental fears
confirmed their art. But you looked only at the
image- not at the distorted glass.

Distortion bred distortion. Your clergies
did revel in and, now do prosper with your
penchant for masochistic self-abasement.
Lift your heads and walk as the children of
God. Human and man need apologize to no one.
You are indeed loved ones of your Creator.
You are loved or you would not exist. Keep
your sabbath day if you will. But earthpeoples,
learn the true meaning of sabbath and then ex
tend that meaning to encompass your earthly
existence. Smash, for all time, the idolofthe
god greated for you in the image of your cleric
and cathedral. Know your Loving God as He
exi sts in reality.

You have been led into the base fear of each
other by the command "Thou shalt not com
mit adultery", and you know not to what these
words refer. The Adamic children of God did,
in fact, incarnate but not for the reason that
they "fotuld the daughters fair". It has been
your greatest fear throughout the age that the
lure of fleshly pleasures was your sole and
only reason for leaving the place of authority
over earth. Nothing could be less true. Your
mystics, your clerics presented that fear and

Human Weakness and Love

preserved and magnified it to maintain their
hold on you. You have been represented as
monsters - and monsterously you perform.
Your desires for fleshly pleasure are most
natural, for in the act of incarnation you do in
herit those desires with your bodies. Much
capital has been made of this. One of your
strongest desires has been pointed to in shame
and, in fear, you believe it to be shameful.
Almost from the start of earthly existence,
the Adamic race of people forgot the original
intent in entering the physical world and be
gan to sus pee t that they "fell" from the
"Eden" spoken of in your ancient writings, to
enjoy' 'fleshly sin". This suspicion grew un
der the mystic tutelage and is now so magni
fied for you that now the adultery spoken of in
the commandment has all but lost its true
meaning.

"Thou shalt not adulterate the Adamic
race" would have been more explicit. But
again, we say, fear kept you from realizing
that meaning. Had the Adamic race remained
pure, it is doubtful that the "Golden Age",
spoken of in the ancient writings, would be so
long in coming to earth. The adulteration now
has taken its toll and the identity of the race
is all but lost among earth's peoples. Though
this is fact, is there need to look in fear and
lamentation? It is this fear of punishment for
following the dictates of your natural desires
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and needs which has almost murdered your
ability to love one another. Why do you so fear
and, therefore, legislate against love? Love is
the cohesive force of universes.

Love - oh wonderous emanating essence of
our Infinite Creator - that you should be so
misunderstood in the hearts of the peoples of
earth. In a world of beauty near comparable
to your own chromatic wonder, that you should
b~ . so despised and turned away by all but a
plhf~l ~ew. The ~alaxies cry for a balancing
of thIS Imperfection. The universe awaits with
great expectation, your acceptance by earth's
peoples.

Permeate earth and its tenants alike, Oh
Love. Awaken in them, before it is too late,
tha~ respo.nse to your vibration that brought
all mto eXistence and so maintains it. Awaken
in peoples of earth that spark of Divinity of all
consciousness. Yes, Dear Ones, we prayed, as
you would say it, for the acceptance of Love
on earth. We prayed to the vibration itself'
for it lives, it exists, it is wherever there i~
consciousness to embrace it. It exists, swirl
ing. pulsating, penetrating all substances and
matter of .the universes. longing to be accept
ed; yearmng to be recognized and embraced
by. all other vibrations of the universes. It
eXists as does the Infinite One - calling all to
the eventual home of God. But peoples of earth

Eetter # 12
Human Weakness and Love

are ashamed of the display of love for each
other. Peoples of earth consider love to be a
weakness. This is sad but true. Men and hu
mans of earth have never known Love in its
true essence and form. Consequently, they do
not know how to love.

For you in earthly existence. there are
three natures; three planes, three levels of
Love Vibration; there is the soul spirit kve,
there is the mental level of love, and there
is the physical manifestation of love. These
three natures of the love vibration are as
separate and individual as are the three na
tures of your being. Yet. they are as indivisi
ble as are the body. mind and spirit. You can
not separate the soul from the mentality, or
either of these from the physique without
drastic results and death. In your universe.
these natures of love cannot be separated
without drastic result or death of Love. You
cannot love another spiritually and despise
him mentally and hate himphysicaUy. This is
truth. Love is Love. It cannot be diluted. It
cannot be changed at will from one level to
another. To love another of your kind on one
level is to love him or her upon all levels.
True, the manifestation upon one level may
dominate the relationship but love does and
must manifest on all levels or it does not
exist at all. Know then, that when true love
manifests on earth. in any carnate creature.
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that it does so upon all three levels - soul or
spirit, mental and physical.

Love is service, Love is trust, Love is
honor, Love is Love. It cannot be otherwise.
Less than this upon any level precludes Love
whether physical, mental, or spiritual- is
trUly a negative thing. An act of Love given
and received- physically, mentally, spiritu
ally - in the true aura of Love cannot be any
thing but positive. This is the law of the uni
verses. Dear Ones: It is a truth which has
withstood more of what you know as time than
you can hope to imagine. It shall be so for all
of what you suspect is eternity. It is a truth
now in each of you and it shall be a truth in
you when your natures have telescoped to your
ultimate spiritual existence.

It is nearly impossible for the average per
son on earth to recognize love on any except
the physical. Rarely does one of your world
experience Love on aU three levels at the
same instant in the same intensity. This state
ment does not mean that it does not so occur.
There is, in many instances, only the recog
nition of the occurrence missing. It is the very
lack of this recognition which causes so many
errors of judgement in love upon the physical
level. The act of physical love done willingly
is merely the obvious external manifestation
of the deeper roots of the Love vibration.

Eetter # 12
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I say again: Love is Service, Love is hon
or, Love is trust, Love is Love. An act of love
done by carnate beings is a matter between the
two. Can a third party judge its genuine na
ture? Can a third party legislate, consecrate
or condemn the act?Ithas been said upon your
earth with great understanding that God creat
ed Love and man created marriage. There was
Love before marriage was even the wildest
flight of fanciful idea inyour societies. There
shall be Love when marriage, as performed
upon your surface, goes the way of obsoles
cence. True there have been, what you term,
negative acts performed by your peoples in
the name of Love. It is this negativeness that
has been played upon by your religious lead
ers, so legislated against by your legal guard
ians, that the true Wlderstandingofthenature
of Love has been lost by your peoples.

Does one of your religious class dictate who
shall love whom on the mental level? Are you
told whom you may love spiritually? Are these
same restrictions applied by any of the many
minions of the law? Why then, do you allow
such dictations upon the physical plane? This
legislation against physical love has had its
repercussions in all of the expressions of love
upon your earth. Such expressions as the emo
tionalism of kindness, tenderness, and even
the manner in which physical love is enacted,
has been clouded in the minds of earth people
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by the vast varieties of induced fears. taboos
and legislative laws.

Are men in your societies not calloused
against public weeping? Is it not considered
the mark of weakness? Yet those you follow
as religious founders wept many times in pub
lie and never was greater strength displayed
in your midst by these beings. Are not kind
ness, tenderness and even comradship
frowned upon as public conduct in your soci
eties? You pay but lip service to the ideals of
love and brotherhood. You steep yourselves in
bigotry, idolatry and pre j u d ice against the
very vibration. Through your disregard for
the nature of Love, through your misguided
notions of physical love, through your sup
pres sian of kindness and tenderness, one to
another, do you peoples of earth create your
problems of hate, greed, lust and perpetuate
your warlike natures.

It is possible that One who has directed the
vastness of the universes and their micro
scopic tolerance of order and control could
also be responsible for the petty rules under
which earth peoples lead their love lives? Is
it not more likely that this One, haVing given
the gift, would ask only that it be dispensed
in due regard for the individual desires of the
partners in such way that it could do no ulti
mate harm?

Eeller # 12
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With heavy hand do you laboriously censure
your little ones in the name of discipline. In
the main, does this censure fall upon their
heads for little more than your inconvenience
or a ruffling of your ideas of decorum. You
could do well at times to listen to your chil
dren.

Wives and husbands are jealously guarded
in all but a few of their societies, even as in
personal property. Yet you do consider jeal
ousy a vice. Is this jealousy then worthy of
one whom you love and who loves you? Two
may vow eternal love for each other upon your
world and yet, at the slightest provocation of
your particular moves, or for some infraction
of conduct towards one another, do your courts
of law separate them - those joined in what you
term wedlock; a supposedly inseparable state
of love. Truly the actions of some of your most
law-abiding citizens are little better than the
wantoness you so loudly condemn. Your courts
of law facilitate and therefore perpetuate this
wantoness. Setting aside unions that do not
work is proper. But it is a decision that can
be decided only by the two so joined; your
laws, taboos and religious superstitions not
wi thstanding.

Know you that each is a free spirit? Know
you not that men and women are free spirits
and not property owned? Each spirit incar-
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nates with God - given right to enjoy loving all
others and to enjoy being loved by all others.
regardless upon what level that love mani
fests. When men and women of earth grant
freely to all beings, which he or she most en
joys with a loved one, and freely allows that
loved one the same freedom, then and only
then will the peoples of earth truly understand
and love one another. You ask: What is evil?
As has been told to you in times gone by, you
need not compromise with evil. Are you - fi
nite men with finite minds - the jUdge of evil ?
Do you knowthatwhichyoutermevil?By what
standards do you decide evil? If you are able
to decide evil for yourself, do you know evil
for your neighbor?

Peoples of earth, you are Divinity - you are
sons of your Creator. Knowing this, can you
per pet u ate negativeness? Your intuitive
knowledge of positiveness and your penchant
for it, shall guide you in your jUdgments. Love,
in all its phases. is the secret - the key to what
you know as the paradise state on earth. That
key must be f 0 un d - that sec ret must be
learned for peace to reign upon your earth. It
is the pure essence of Love which alone can
elevate the peoples of earth to a realization
of Divinity.

Know Love for one another.
Baloran.

Eetter # 13
Parents and Children

1 am Baloran. We would say that there is no
need for the fear of punishment for following
the dictates of your natural intuitions for the
physical love sensations. Your guilt-fears
have all but replaced Love in this relationship
with possessiveness and jealousy. Because of
your guilt-fears, you have allowed your reli
gious leaders to dictate their pleasure in this
matter to you. It is a fact that they are not
even decided upon just what their pleasure is.
You have hidden both your fear and this con
trol under the guise offamily-unit protection.
Yet your administered marriages protect
neither the love bond nor the family unit you
think they inspire. Look about you for the
truth of the statement. Love has its expres
sions on all levels and in all universes of
existence. In its true form, it is not sinful,
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evil or negative anywhere. Your Creator or
dained Love throughout His Creation.

Peoples of earth misunderstand love and,
through fear, create the need for legislation
of it. Your churches have led earth's stupe
fied masses into a belief that physical love
needs sanctification through administration.
Your seers have extended those fears and
have consolidated their hold upon you through
the "Thou shalt not covet" commands. These
laws are more heinously vicious because they
enslave the mind, immunize it against indi
vidual thought, and brain condition you into
believing that one being has the right to con
trol the thought processes of others. How
best to gain that control than to link it to that
which you fear most -- that which has been
termed "the sins ofthe flesh"? Have you rec
ognized as wrong, those moments you have
experienced? Perhaps the evil of it has been
shown as the only side of the coin.

You have been led to the slaughter of Love
by the idealizing of jealousy and possessive
ness. Do not your courts give freedom to one
who does murder under the guise of family
protection? That which you now consider vir
tue has been camouflage and cover for great
unhappiness for you because you fear to live
the true mordlity with which you were created.
Love is nothing but moral but the confusion

Qetter # 13
Parents and Children

of dogma and fear induced conscience have
besmutted your abilities to know love.

You ask us for specific dictates of moral
ity. We cannot supply them. Is it not true that
the dictates which you follow today have con
fused your lives because they are dictates?
You have but one goal- to live happily. We
can truly say that you are the only one to know
how to arrive at the moral state of happiness
for you. Love one another and you cannot help
but be moral. True love is not covetous, jeal
ous, possessive nor is it withholding, shame
ful, inhibited or fearful. Above all, Love can
not be dictated, legislated or administered.
Love is Love's only compliment. Live that
and you have the elusive secret of happiness.

There is but one more fear inducing com
mand which serves to keep you enslaved and
the signs of your times should show you the
fallacy of it: "Honor thy father and thy
mother". Honor is indeed due them in that
they are children of God but to allow the ideal
to rule your lives as you have in the past is
far from the intent of the word, "honor".
Parents have no special God-given hold upon
children and they are implied no special priv
elege with them. Conversely, children are due
nO special favor from parents. Your social
order of life places children in the peculiar
position of complete dependence upon parents
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for the early part of their lives but that de
pendence implies no special debt to be carried
through to adulthood.

It is our observation that the children of this
day in the age seem more aware of that truth
than their parents. It is a sadness to see so
much travail accompanying the breaking of
those traditional bonds. You of this last gen
eration cycle have been lead to expect to fall
heir to unearned honor merely through the act
of parenthood. In that it seems to be missing,
you are, at times, tyrannical with your chil
dren and they. in turn, disappoint you deliber
ately. Is this Love?

Through parents, were you exposed to the
fears of Adam and you permitted that expo
sure. "Like father -like son" has been truly
spoken upon your world. The great preponder
ance of your peoples would have been more
human and loving had they not been exposed
to the neurosis of those who gave them the
opportunity for life. Even now. we know that
there is kindled within you the fires of another
fear: If we speak out against the old order and
you agree with the precepts, you must think of
a suitable replacement. To think intelligently
has not, in the past, been your greatest asset.
You must begin that process so that your lives
in the new age shortly to come, may be less
full of worries, entrapments and fears of your

I
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past. You must begin now to think clearly for
even in the new age, you will have the latitude
of choice - free will.

The choice of life and social order, as dic
tated to you in the past. can lead to nothing but
ignominious oblivion for ages to come. Hate
and fear have no place in the order of lU1i
verses. Your hates and fears will be destroy
ed by you or the forces you know as nature.
Fear not to replace your archaic system with
realism. This in all phases of your life is your
only hope for the moralityofhappiness.lfyou
replace your "Ten Commandments" and the
profusion of confusions with but two ideals,
you will need no more: Love and be Loved.
Truly. Dear Ones, was it correctly stated in
your ancient philosophies' 'The greatest thing
you will even learn is to Love and be Loved".

What is there to do with your world now
steeped as it is in fearandhate?Can you im
mediately commence a new life; driving out
all fear, hate and the mistakes of the old or
der? Must you love the criminal, the fool,
those who design to be your enemies? You do
indeed face your world and life in it with all
of the relationships you experienced yester
day. It is our hope that you do so with greater
understanding, a P pre cia t ion and with ex
panded thought capacity. There is little you
can do at this precise moment to change the
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face of your world. Too long has the old order
led to the edge of disaster to be turned back
from the brink now. It would probably mean
vast difficulties for you if you were to attempt
world reform today. But can you not change
your individual world? Can you not realize the
import of the words. "this. too. shall came to
pass", and be prepared to meet the new order
into which your world is rushing. with a truly
new order of thOUght? To realize that all is
progress should be a refreshingly new atti
tude. Can you not fix your minds in league with
the powers of Light and Love so that you may
be fully prepared for the future?

Cataclysmic events are soon to visit your
earth. They shall reach deeply into each indi
vidual consciousness present on earth. There
shall be great personal sadness for those with
no understanding of the mechanics of pro
gress. Align with Love. know Love, and all
things can be seen in a different light. All
things become understandable - and you do
know that to understand is to appreciate. You
need not admire the certain means individuals
use to attain their specific goals but try to
understand that they do and see the hand of
the Creator in it. Fight that which you con
sider evil but understand and appreciate it so
that you "joust not with windmills". Align
with that which you consider moral but decide
that morality for yourself.

Eeiter # 13
Parents and Children

Understand that until the peoples of earth
the children of God - realize that nothing is
accomplished without the Creator; that little
will eventuate to elevate man and humans to
a realization of Divinity without His help.

Rest in the Will of the Creator.
Baloran.
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Eefter # 14
Civilization Resulting from the Moral Code

I am Baloran. We would pause at this time
in our discussion of your moral code, based
as it is in the original fears of Adam and the
regenerated fears of the age, to look upon the
civilization which this code has spawned.

Look about you peoples of earth. You see at
every turn and hand, the works and glories of
earth people superimposed upon your beauti
ful world. Are you happily satisfied with that
which you behold? Are you, as individuals,
satisfied with that which you have contrib
uted? How best may we describe your civili
zation? Let us call it materialism for cer
tainly, in every sense of the word, are you
people held in the bondage of the corporeal.
Your homes, your persons, even your church
es - especially your churches - which have
shown and led the way into this civilization,

Eetler # 14
Civilization Resulting from the Moral Code

display the high regard with which your peo
ples hold the acquisition of things in all
phases of your lives. Your societies now com
mit the high crimes of war againsl each to gain
or hold the tinsel and glittering trivia of your
world.

Your churches piously deplore your ap
parent fascination with the accumulalion of
material lhings to give you the rich, the good,
the life of ease, as you term it, but look at
the wealth these institutions claim as their
own. Nowhere in your civilization is the act
of accumulation of possessions more notice
able than in the very institutions dedicated to
the propositions of poverty, humility and mo
rality. Yes, your civilization is one of ma
terialism and its moral code is based on your
complicated economic structures. There are
few, if any, of the many and varied branches
of your civilization which do not rely upon the
intricate mercies of economics for existence
and survival. That is also true, eminently
true of your moral code. Civilization, in most
realms of your world, flower from the moral
codes of the particular peoples evolving
there. This is true of earth. Recently, in your
age, your civilization has ordered and direct
ed the palhs of morality which you tread.

Your civilization and the moral code which
it now bears in its teeth, is price-tagging it-
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self into the limbo of oblivion. It is already
too late to reserve the trend for neither your
moral code nOr your civilization can continue
as they are; mounting ever upward in the cost
of lives and unhappiness. These two, along
with your exchange media, face total collapse.
Your moral code. for all of its pious teachings,
is a code of fear; doomed, for the most part,
because the supposed guardians of that code
have been its weakest adherents. Your civili
zation, for all its glories and recent wonders,
is doomed because the arts and sciences ad
vanced by it are sterile subsidies of what they
might have been.

Do you point with pride at your jet aircraft
screaming its challenge to time and distance?
Do you exclaim in wonderment as your rockets
roar defiance to the magnetic influences of
your planet? Doe s the incandescent bulb
amaze you? Do telegraph, telephone, radio,
tel evi s i on and microwave communication
thrill you? Are not all of these, and so many
more of your modern inventions, merelyoff
spring developments of natural laws well
known to, and used by, men of many thousands
of years in your past? You have inventednoth
ing new. Utilization, in no way, implies in
vention. Why have you applied initiation and
imagination to the art of imitation ?Why do you
tarry on but one limb of the tree of science
when the whole tree awaits your pleasure?
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Have you r e C e n t I Y produced one such as
Angelo or a Rembrandt? Do you now walk with
a Bach or a Beethoven? Where are those in
your societies the equal of Socrates, Plato or
Aristotle? Where are the Alexanders, Julius
Caesars, lIannibals? Men of great strength,
courage and invention were they. Even in war,
you now substitute these admirable qualities
with qualities of gadgetry; all overly expen
sive. What price death in your modern world.

Why does the modern virtuoso of the ballet
confine himself to the ancient principles of the
dance? Is your contemporary opera as ap
preciated as is the old classics ?Your modern
artists in paint, clay and stone seem not wor
thy to hold the brush or mallet ofthe old mas
ters. Can it be that your generation produces
nothing new of true and lasting virtue? Are all
these truly missing from your midst or is it
that you fail to recognize them for what they
are because of your penchant for the utili
tarian?

You use machines with great imitation, un
restricted abandon and SOme imagination. But
all your machines are built with devices as old
as your history - or older. You quote your
laws of chemistry, physics and mathematics
as if they were your own inventions and the
very last word - the end of the road for your
sciences. Well they might be if you rest on
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your past, and somewhat dubious, laurels.
You expound with pride upon political systems
and methods of government which were an
cient in practice at the time ofthe One known
as the Christ. You might have known of them
if your historians had been impartial purvey
ors of truth.

Look at your cities - these multicolored
clusters of structur~s rof stone, steel and
glass. Do they not glisten and gleam majes
tically in the sunlight? What new principle of
architecture have you used in their construc
tion? Do your construction techniques insure
lasting utility? Do your cities serve all citi
zens therein alike and with equal privilege?
Are these cities as efficient as you would ask?

Now, you praise the arts of the masters and
paint and sculp abominations yourselves. You
listen - enrapt - to the works of music pro
duced by past masters in that art and produce
raucous discordants in your generation. You
see great beauty in the pirouette, yet you
stamp with your feet, slash with your arms
and writhe and contort your bodies in coordin
ation of most alarming proportions. You read
the great philosophies of by-gone days but
seem not to Wlderstand the meaning. Certain
ly you do not apply them to the here and now
nor do you produce better products in any of
these.
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There are only so many applications of the
wheel possible. There are only so many uses

Civilization Resulting from the Moral Code

Your commWlication and transportation sys
terns: Are they the bes t representations of the
peoples who have been at these arts for all of
the millions of years since the emission of
the first intelligible word and the invention of
the wheel? Where do they fail in their stan
dards which one might expect from peoples so
long at the arts? Do you truly expect to reach
the stars with machines and communications
so totally indigenous to your little planet?

Look, if you will, upon the economic system
of your earth's nations. Do they serve all in
the various societies as does God's sun - dis
pensing benefits to all in shares according to
individual needs and desires? Where does
your economic system benefit you and where
do you benefit it? Does your system benefit
you in proportion to your worth to it. You
might find the ledger amazingly unbalanced
were you to count the contributions vis-a-vis.
You protest that you do progress - that your
Iives are immeasurably better than a half
millenium past - there is less injustice now
- you have acquired a gain of material pos
sessions greater than your fathers. What care
you that truly great things are possibly for
your children when their lives will be better
than your own? But will they be?
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Your civilization, with the permission of
your moral code, has swallowed and buried
new ideas, new thought, new energies in re
cent times. Much great progress has been
stymied by political. economic and religious
pride. prejudice and persecution. In almost
all instances, these blocks in progress have
been erected with dishonest motives at center.

for electricity applicable Wlder your present
state of science. There are only so many
repetitions of music and the dance tolerable
to your masses. Your medical men knowthat
their drugs are now ineffectual with use and
that the supply of new drugs is not inexhaus
tible. Your governments are already strained
to the breaking points and will topple in the
next political and financial storms.

Where do you go when you have used the
wheel in its last application{ What of your
cities already too large to be supported by the
dwellers of them? Will you forever transport
Yourselves in conveyances so inefficient that,
annually, hundreds of thousands of your broth
ers are torn from your midst? Do you intend
to continue to rely upon medicines, medics
and medical societies that are as injurious as
they are healing? Do you. intend to retain gov
ernments, co U I' t s, arts, sciences and re
ligions stymied in the cul-de-sac oftheir own
prides?

lOS

CivilizatlQn Resulting from the Moral Code

Yes your civilization has its roots in your
mo;al code. The two are, so to speak, birds
of a feather. They lack honesty and integrity.
They are as they are because you have per
mitted them to be. You have gained so~e

small advances in civic ease and matenal
prosperity through the years, but these small
advantages have been accomplished through
a great many centuries of travail, and ,great
suffering of the peoples of earth. All of It un
necessary. Honesty and integrity are no'!'
missing from your lives as never befor~ m
the most inglorious of the p,ast ce.ntunes.
Your materialistic turn of mmd, WIth ~our

driving desires for riches at any cost, IS at
the root of your problems.

Now is the time to begin the unfamiliar
process of thinking for yourselv~s about ~e
problems that lay siege to your lIfe. There IS
no earth being, no group or groups of earth
beings, that can successfully extract you from
the dilemma which now foreshadows the end
of that which you would term civilization.
There must be, there will be a system to sup
plant the old order of things. Think, People
of Earth, you must think to avoid that destruc
tion and death which is the goal of your present
morality of the conscience. In antiquity was
the human race given a choice. Adam loved
not wisely but too well. Humans of earthha~e
been given numerous choices throughout thIS

Retter # 14
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Baloran

Know, People of earth, that the work of the
Creator cannot be done without the Creator.
Self-reliance, in the matters of Divine Des
tinies, is its own trap. Destiny is indeed or
dained by God. Adam has his choice to delay
but he cannot avoid it. End for all time, se1£
imposed Promethean tortures. Fear not to
think out your problems to solutions accept
able to you. Have faith in that which created
you.

I am Baloran. It is our intention, at this
time, to depart from our current topics of di s
cussion; our moral code and civilization. We
now attempt to peruse with you some of the
spirit knowledge, as you would term it, which
has bathed earth from etheric realms since
the pendulum's first arc for your planet.

You are aware, Dear Ones, that our dis
courses of your moral code and its civiliza
tion have been harsh and disagreeable. In
many instances, you have challenged our ri~ht
to certain opinions, disagreed most heartIly
with others. Yet, I would say, you have been
able to accept an amazing amount of our find
ings as fact. T he fact that you are still with us
indicated your indictment of your systems as
well as our own. We have supplied definition
- you have embellished it with your thinking.

Description of Spirit Knowledge

Eefter # 15
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age and have failed because Adam still fears
his heritage and has forgotten his origin. Hu
mans and men of earth have striven through
out the age to attain at-one-ment with the Cre
ator. They have seen this goal recede with
accelerated pace as the centuries fade into
oblivion. Adam and his children languish in
bitter failure. They have lost the control or
dained them because they fear to remember
why it was that they came to earth.
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We have seen that the knowledge of the Cre
ator, which. was Adam's in his original home,
preceded him to earth plane and is at present
with him though he is blind to it all. We have
said that it is only Adam's inability to under
stand this knOWledge, in undistorted form
which perpetuated his fear through this age:

Our intentions were two-fold in walking in
the darkness which surrounds you: We wished
to show you the true reasons for the darkness
and we hoped to explain and point out the fabric
and texture of it. We hope you recognize the
bottom of the pit into which you have method
ically lowered yourselves so that inknowing,
you could more readily realize that there is
no way but up. Take that way. Cast you up
ward now, toward that light which you felt so
long ago and begin your climb to its warmth.

You recognized quickly that these discussions
~e:e to be distasteful and you nOw wonder why
1t 1S that we delved into only the negative _
the darkened side of your existence. Each of
you is aware that something is basically
amiss in your society. Yet, too few of your
peoples have sought the cause for the alarm.
Your society fails you - the individual COn
sciousness. It shoUld be clear to you that your
society languishes as it does because of the
lack of your individuality. You have failed your
society.
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Through the ages, peoples of earth, indi
viduals endowed with Wlcommon vision and
perception have added to the store of undis-

Description of Spirit Knowledge

If spirit knowledge which floods the earth
is truth and the earth people cannot perceive
it without distortion, your societies might
despair of ever learning truth while in the
flesh. Let us say this: Your journey to truth
is longer than you suspect. More things exist
in the universes than you dream of, and dis
tortion is in all of them. In that Adam put
himself out of the vibratory plane of truth, it
is a fact that he will not again regain that
measure of truth until he is again upon its
level. The distortion of spirit knowledge, as
you know it, is not peculiar to your particular
universe. Beings on all universes experience
this distortion. It does, of course, diminish as
other existences are gained - as you progress
through the more subtle levels of existence.
Progress is dictated by the ability to arrive
at peace with that which one discerns on the
present level. But we have diverted from our
topic of discussion.

We know that this knowledge is truth from
and of the Creator. The Creator, therefore,
being the source of truth, must also be the
truth. If truth, then, is the Creator, truth is,
relatively speaking, constant and only Adam's
understanding of it is inconstant.
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Too, there is this: When a series of occur
rences transpire in the realms of higher exis
tences, they most often descend the ladder of
the universes and find materialization, so to
speak, on all planes. The story of Noah's flood
was one of such occurrence. The event took
place in most realms of existence and the ac-

torted knowledge of truth. In many instances,
this knowledge was hidden in symbolism to
preserve its beauty from the profanity of
those seeking to destroy it. Much ofthis know
ledge was destroyed, and of that which sur
vived, much is denied you because your lead
ers wish to retain control of you. That is an
other story, for perhaps another time. We
must continue.

Confusion has been added to your search
by those of ability to transcend earth's plane
and see into other universes. Some of these
seers have gone abroad, have seen happenings
on other planes and in other universes and
have erroneously equated them to earth's
past, present or future. This, too, is part of
the burden of your materiality, grossness, or
fleshly existence - whatever you wish to term
it. Many of your legends, much of your folk
lore did, indeed, OCcur on your world but at
least as much took place in other universes
and was erroneously thought to have been or
was to become earth history.
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tual flood of waters on your earth, though real,
is but significant of a world changing flood of
knowledge oftruth which deluges all universes
and eventually found expression upon earth.
The so-called appearance of the Christ in
flesh upon your world had its counterpart not
only in other realms but upon other worlds of
equal unfoldment in your universe.

Dispensations are not granted to the few,
Dear Ones of Earth. They come to all - all who
are ready to receive. They fall upon all who
are ready to receive as does your sunlight
fall upon animal, vegetable and min:ral up~n
your world. It is the misunderstandmgofthls
that has led to much pride, prejudice and con
fusion among the theologians, theosophists
and metaphysicists of your world. Knowledge
is where you find it but the time and place has
nothing to do with the knowledge. Your unfold
ing to it and acceptance of it is important and
leads, inevitably, to the gift of more know
ledge. The materiality of your world and its
inhabitants has blinded you to the fact that few
etheric phenomena occur on your world. You
have been led to expect a coming ofthe Christ
in the clouds; an occurrence which cannot hap
pen upon your Vibratory level as they. w~re
foreseen. Much has been told you, not wIth 111

tent to deceive, but because the teller was ob
liged to use earthly intelligence and termin
ology you could understand.

Description of Spirit Knowledge
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Never doubt that the knOWledge of truth
floods your universe and your world. It is all
about you. But as it enters your world, this
treasure must be interpreted by you with in
dividual earth understanding.

You term your world gross and material,
You think it composed of unyielding stuff and
yet there are more dense universes than your
own. Each creature is confined within a spe
cific universe, which, for him, has boundaries
and limiting factors - prisons, if you will,
which are confining as are your very natural
limits. Only the knOWledge of its assimilation
and acceptance is the key to other experience,
other realms, other universes and the know
ledge therein.

Think upon your journey through the universes.
Baloran

£etter # 16
Comments on Creation and God

I am Baloran. We would say that in order
to prepare for that which is to come, we must
digress, for a moment, to observe from an
other Viewpoint, the drama of Creation.

Thus far we have shown you the material
creation of your universe. We have explained
that there are others, created as was yours,
of the materials broadcast into the void at the
time of the Creation. They are all, in a manner
of speaking, substantial. They exist in the ap
proximate same space but they interfere with
each other not at all. They interfere with each
other no more than does water, the essence of
coffee or tea, cream and sugar in one of your
drinking cups. Each is materials, each is sub
stantial yet they occupy the same space. My
example is, of hasty necessity, crude. The
lineality of language is most confining. You
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There are those among you who have been
told by your brothers from space that there
are leaders among you who will guide a new
generation into a. brighter world at the start
of the new age. A knowledge of the past pit
fall will be useful for those who face this new
world with all the same faculties, attributes

You must know by now that spirit knowledge
does indeed penetrate to your material exist
ence and it does so in more or less distorted
form. This knowledge is not only distorted by
the materiality that it penetrates but by the
length of time it is in transit. We have at
temptyd, successfully for the most part, to
reduCe the distortion in these discussions by
reducing the amounts of knowledge presented
in anyone message, that minimizing the time
in transit. These discussions are pure enough
for our purposes in these contacts with you.
Our purpose is not merely to give words but
to impart information which, it is hoped, will
lead you to truth, lUlderstanding, new ideas
and to inspiration for the times ahead.
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may think of other examples less imperfect;
more beautifully worded, but we think you
grasp the meaning intended. We have said,
"In the beg inn i ng there was God - and
nothing." We have not as yet fixed our minds
upon that which we term God. Let us so at
tempt at this time.

Eetter# 16
Comments on Creation and God

and abilities which they now possess. The free
will to choose life as you of earth have known
and lived it in the past shall in no way be im
paired. Our story of races of humans and
men, stripped of distortion will be useful. A
workable knowledge of our Infinite Creator
and his plans of Creation will also be of value
to those who tread the new path.

Let us proceed. What is God ?You have been
told this One is Life, Light and Being. These
descriptions are true but they do not define in
particular that which is God. God is Life. He
is, indeed, life in its highest form, for with
out that attribute, He could create no life.
God is Light. This is true for there is no other
way that is given to us, with your language, to
explain pure energy. God is Being. Yes, but
certainly not in the manner of your language
and notion. Your Bible tells you that God cre
ated the race of Adam "in His own image and
likeness" and this has led you to believe and
to assume that your appearance is as God's.
In all reality, Dear People of earth, the man
human race has created God in its own image
and likeness.

Adam was, indeed, Being, Light and Life in
the spirit-energy form before he left "Eden."
But Adam assumed the form and the visage of
mankind. He, now in the mortal flesh, cannot
appear as God does. God is energy. Energy
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is God. God is each of these and all of these.
Have we not told you that God is all - all is
God? In telling you of the Creation, we said
that our Infinite One created the building
blocks of the universe of "Himself" and
broadcast them into the void. \Vhat better def
inition of God do we have? God is everywhere
- everywhere - This One is the Being - the
Consciousness of all in the wide spectrum of
Being. God is you - you are God. Only con
sciousness unawareness separates you from
a true realization of that fact.

We must ask, then, are rocks, animals,
man and spirit beings, God? They are indeed
but only insofar as consciousness awareness ~
or unawareness - allows. We - God's Crea
tion - are all of Him. But we are apart
separated, so to speak, only to the degree of
consciousness unfoldment we have allowed
ourselves. Have you not been told in your
churches: Be good; be this or that; be thus
or so and you willlivewithGodforever? This
is a grave distortion. Be conscious and you
will live in God forever. Consciousness
awareness is another term for knowledge at
tained - consciousness unfoldment. Know
ledge attained is Love, is hate, is light, is
darkness, is good, is evil, is all. God is su
preme consciousness as we are capable of
understanding that term. Though there are
those among you who will disagree, God is
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Could God be light and never have known
darkness? Could God be love and never have
known hate? Could God be all good wi thout be
ing all evil, too, since God is ALL? The God
we know was combatant in the balancing of
polarity. Those you know as the archangels ..
the caretakers of the universe - were com
batants in this balancing. All of Creation is
so tried. though you have been taught that man
and humans know only evil.

Comments on Creation and God

If this One - our Infinite One - is so tried,
are there, perhaps, other and greater Gods
than He? We, People of Earth, do not know.
We suspect that there are. All is progression
in consciousness. There are times that we
feel that the consciousness of the All pro
gresses away from the individual and there
are times when we feel that the individual
consciousness advances upon the All. We know
the mechanics of and why the individual con
sciousness a d van c e s. Why does the Con
sciousness of the All progress away from that
of the individual? We do not know. We cannot
tell you. It is enough for us at this time, that

supreme consciousness. therefore supreme
knowledge, love. hate, darkness. Is not the
one you know as Lucifer, God? This one 
this Lucifer of whom you have heard so much,
is. we may say, symbolism for the SUbjugated
negati ve nature of God.
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- I AM. In that time that we know of other
Gods, we shall be grateful to be as - 1 AM.
Surely God knows when the sparrow falls 
and why - and He cares greatly. You can no
more despise and loathe one of your numbers
without injury to all than you can despise and
loathe One part of your body without injury to
the whole of it. Hate and fear have their ad
verse auras as much as love and kindness are
beneficial. The murdered has responsibility
in that act as does the murderer.

And now, let us rest. We shall return soon.
Know yourself - know your God.

Baloran

'I"~
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£etter# 17
Polarity the Manifestation of God

I am Bale·ran. We would say that though the
seeds of knowledge which we have advanced
to you are new and, to a degree, strange, yet
have they found lodging in fertile and active
minds. In time, the seeds shall grow into trees
of understanding - the trees shall bear fruit
and this food shall set you free.

Now, what of the immaterial or spiritual
aspects of the Creation? Thus far we have
shown you the material creation of your uni
verse. There are others created, as were
yours, of the material broadcast into the void
of and from the Creator. They are all, in a
manner of speaking, substantial - all have
limits - all are confining - to the residents
there. Each is a temporary school of exper
ience for the beings confined there - as is the
earth and the seventh plane universe for you



We have said: "In the beginning, there was
God - and nothing." We have attempted to fix
our minds upon that which we term God. We
know that this "God" is Life, Light and Be
ing and we know that each consciousness has
these attributes of the Living God. Remember
this as we progress through our future dis
cussions.

at this moment. Each world in each universe
has its "aura" - its "heaven" as you have
been taught to express it. This immaterial
aura is a kind of home place to which the
consciousness being. temporarily indigenous
to that world. may retreat after having shed
its mortal body. It is a resting place - a place
of recuperation for the revitalizing of the en
ergies. But we have exceeded our story. Let
us return to a more progressive chain of
thought.

You have been told that all in existence,
except God, had beginning. We have made the
vague statement that God was - always would
be. Let that statement stand as fact for now.
We may point up some pertinent information
regarding this belief at a future time. God al
ways was - yes - but only recently, in infin
ity, did this One become active. Being a force
of non-directional capability, as you would
term it, this One Was all but powerless. So
this original force, God, willed to itself,
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This polarity now permeates the Creation.
We know that no one thing exists without
its opposite. Love has hate, joy has sorrow,
and so on through almost all that you can
name. At the balance, each is equal. Day is
not day without the night in complementary
contrast. Darkness is only darkness because
of the light. Your night could not exist
without its other side - the day. This is true
in different ways throughout the universes.
There is polarity in all that exists or it
would not exist. This is true in all Creation.
But, you say, we have neglected the most
notable polarity of all- good and evil. This
we have not ignored, Dear Ones. We have
merely delayed reference to it for good and
evil,as you term them, are something other
than opposites. You shall have that explanation
soon.

In that polarity and its utter control, gave
this force - God - all power. This One gave
the substances of existence in the void and
created a second universe, willing polarity
into the work. In turn, this universe supports
Life, Light and Being. These second plane

Polarity the Manifestation of God

polarity and, at that time, all things became
possible to it. How was this possible and ac
complished? The answer to this question will
probably be a part of the final step into the
Light of Truth itself.
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You of earth count yourselves upon the

or universe beings were creatures of mag
nificent powers who, in their universe seem,
to themselves, as solid - as material- as
substantial as you in your universe. Indeed,
they are. These beings, in time, become
creators, so to speak, by willing polarity
into dense stuffs broadcast into the void in
the Creation. But these beings did not stop
with but one more universe. They, in the
Will of their Creator, continued the work
of bUilding universes in succeeding actions
more and more of the substances of and
from the Creator. There are, at this time,
nine universes - nine planes - nine Vibratory
levels - upon which exist beings, creatures,
sparks of consciousness with all of the
divine attributes of Life, Light and Being.
There is the Creator of the Creator Race.
There are seven products of this Creator
Genius - the seven uni verses of more or less
denser existences. Each is a particular and
peculiar school of knowledge attainment.
Each has its own mystery to be mastered by
those residing there. Each has its temporary
and permanent, so to speak, residents. In
the story of these "permanent" residents
is there the beautiful mystery of the Love
of the Creator for the Created. This story of
love and benevolence should become clear
to you as we progress.

Polarity the Manifestation of God
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Yet, through love, solitude and compassion,

Many among earth creatures have only
recently graduated from them and many are
materializing upon other worlds of your
universe. No, my Dear Ones, you are not
alone among the stars that you see at night
though we know that our words are not final
proof of that fact. But think upon life as you
know it. Do you need further proof than faith
to know of life upon other planets? As con
sciousness on your earth unfolds. so does it
on all other levels of creation. All unfoldment
processes are slow and, to a degree, painful.
Graduation into the next higher plane comes
dearly. If humility, patience, fortitude and
love are to be learned, it is the step from the
top level of one plane to the lowest order of
the next.

third plane or level of existence, and, in
your three diminsional existence, this is,' to
a degree, logic. But in the order of Creaho~,
you are upon the seventh. There are SiX

levels - six universes - preceding you in the
order of Creation and two which follow. You
think your existence to be upon a plane of
material solidarity. There are two universes
of lower vibratory order which make your
earth and all of its surface seem no more
solid than the air you breath and the space
to which you now aspire.
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the Creator sends to each universe, hosts of
evolved conscious Beings to aid in advancing
the knowledge peculiar to that plane so the
graduation to the next universe is possible.
The gradual unfoldment of this knowledge is,
in a manner of speaking, the responsibility of
these hosts. Can it not be within the realm of
possibility that such pleasant stories of your
earth as "The Flying Dutchman" and' 'The
Wandering Jew" have basis in fact? Of such
are we of the White Brotherhood. Our spirit
and incarnated brothers, all of the third uni
verse, do the work of consciousness advance
ment throughout your universe, and all uni
verses.

You know the story of the implantation of
Adam and his kin into the affairs of men of
earth. You know, too, that, inhis zeal and love
for earth man, Adam took on the polarity of
flesh and is now caught up in the cycle of in
carnation in your universe. The story of Adam
and his plight should show you the dangers to
these spirit-beings Who enter your flesh ex
istence to be of aid in the advancement of the
Plan. As you know, the story of Adam as you
have been taught from the Bible is grave dis
tort~on. Remember that which we have told you
of that race of beings. Add this spiritual know
ledge to that which you now know. To the spir
itUal natures or positive attributes of the
Adamic Beings, add the flesh or negative at-
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What of the "Eden" - the earth aura - the
Heaven deserted by Adam and his kin? Each
living world of each universe has its "Eden"
- its "Reaven." It is a place of learning, of
rest, of revitalization of the energies of life.
In your heaven do you receive the talents with
which you seem endowed?Upon your earth you
practice the use of them. There are great
written works abroad in your world relative to
the labors accomplished in soul existence. We
need not retread that ground. Much knowledge
available to you through these works is ac
curate enough for you to use your time in
study.

Polanty the Manifestation of God

tributes of incarnation. You now have the posi
tive - Spirit, Negative - flesh. Name the two
attributes "Able and Cain." In that Cain sub
jugated Able, you now have the clues to the
firs t natural sons of the one you know as
Adam. Can you not now see these keys to open
the door to an understanding of the relative
gradient advancement of the races of earth?
Do you marvel now at the relative speeds of
development of certain peoples through what
you know as advancement progress? Though
all are not of the Adamic race in equal num
bel', Think you that any race of earth's peo
ples is totally inferior? All carry in their
midst, to g I' eat e I' or lesser degree, the
Adamic spark of Divinity though it is the
"Cain" polarity that carried it there.
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Let us rest for a time and continue our
perusal of knowledge with freshened minds in
another day.

Rest in the knowledge of Love.
Baloran

Letter # 18
Progression Through Planes

I am Baloran. We would say that the time
is right for a continuance of our discourses.
You will remember, Peoples of earth, that we
once said to you that our words are not meant
for you to take as face value. We wish you to
turn the light of individual thought upon all
things presented to you from any source.
Think upon these matters.

In the beginning, the Cosmic Force, known
to you as God, created the sun and substance
of all that is in the known existence. This sub
stance broadcast formed another and more
populated home for, let us say, Gods who con
tinued c rea t ion down through seven more
planes or vibration levels. With the Originator
Force as the first plane, you, peoples of earth,
are the seventh plane. There are six more
subtle planes of existence, yours, and two of
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Progression Through Planes
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mOre dense materiality (making nine). Each
Iiving world in all of the universes has its
spiritual aura or heaven. This heaven is a
place of retreat and learning for the soul.

Each universe within itself is dense and
confining. Each is as beautifUl, as ugly, as
good, as bad, as full of wonders of the Cre
ator as is yours. The beings in each of the
last seven universes, in order of creation,
progress upward from them as do you in your
seventh plane universe. All progress as do you
upon your plane. Some progress rapidly,
others more slowly. some seemingly, not at
all. But all progress is toward at-one-ness
with the Creator. At one. Why have you people
of earth combined these words and given them
different meaning? Why do you permit them to
be intoned - Atone? If you must use tha t word,
why use it to imply recompence - penance?
Recompence for w hat? Penance for what?
Reconcile yourself to eventual return through
the universe to your Creator. You cannot
Compensate. you cannot do penance, you can
not atone your way to at-one-ment with the
Gods. The heart of your master-lord is sad
dened with the spectacle of atonement that
your churches have made of earth religions.
Think you to debase yoursel ves and walk with
God? Find yourselves, People of Earth, and
you will recognize that you walk with Gods _
that you are Gods. You create Spiritually, you
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create mentally, you create physically, you
are Life, Light and Being. What you create is
matter for f u t u r e discussion in another
series. But let us continue.

You debase your bodies, your minds and
your spirits. You were taught that your inten
tions, inventions and conventions are evil. You
drown yourselves in the muck and mire cre
ated for you by those who would keep you
mindless for petty gain. As such, you wish to
walk the high- roads of the Gods? Learn the
polarity of that which is you. Can your little
magnet exist as a magnet without north or
south pole? Realize that throughout creation,
there is polarity. There does exist the posi
tive and the negative. The Gods themselves
are so. Think you that, my friends, and when
you have arrived at the appreciation of that
fact, you have taken the first step upon the
road to detachment from fear and hate. Gods
are not Gods because they are all one
positive or negative. They are not as they are
because they hold one polarity or the other in
abeyance. They are as they are because of the
perfect control in balance.

The forces of evil, of which you have heard
so much, are not any stronger than the forces
of good. Only your minds make one or the
other more powerful for you lend power to that
which you gi ve credence. Your leaders tell you
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Love men - all men. Love humans - allhu
mans. Observe the polarities displayed, for

Learn to know, accept and appreciate each
in the manner in which you possess them
naturally. Learn all things with equal thor
oughness, equal effort, equal ability. Let not
false codes, given you by petty leaders, deter
you from the realization of the Divinity of
your being.

Give thought to the contradiction of a moral
code that heaps evil high upon your head. Give
thought to the great beauty of earth of which
you are a vital part. Turn your eyes to the
beauty, the happiness, the harmony of Life
Light and Being. Walk as the Divinity which
you are and the wondrousness of the positive
(good) fades into reality and the awfulness of
the negative (evil) but meets in the balance.
One flows through and becomes as the other,
much as the lines of force around one of your
magnets. One does not exist out of balance of
the other; neither exists in the absence of the
other.
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yourself. Understand and appreciate that all
which you see or perceive are experience for
you - the individual. Experience is the only
means of consciousness unfoldment. Love and
have appreciation for all that you encounter
and you succeed toward at-one-ment.

Progression Through Planes

Think upon your polarity.
Baloran

£etter # 18Letters To You From Baloran

thus and so; this and that are evil and, true or
not, you agree because you think them more
able than you to know good or evil. You agree
because to do less would require thought - a
commodity of which you of earth seem to be in
short supply.
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Eetter # 19
More About Polarity

I am Baloran. We would discuss with you
some aspects of the subject known to you as
polarity. In past discussions, we have at
tempted to show you that all which exists is
of concern to you at this moment, does so be
cause of, not only the positive and negative
characteristics of itself, but also of the Cre
ator as well. We pointed out to you that the
rather unpleasantly lurid story of Cain and
Abe 1; the first Biblical children of Adam, was
but symbolism for the actual entrance into
flesh by Adam.

You will remember that Cain slew Abel and
hid him in the earth. You know now that, in the
story, Cain represents man-nature, Abel rep
resents spirit-nature. The act of hiding Abel
in the earth is symbolism for Adam taking a
flesh body. The "manness," which Adam

£etler # 19

adopted, buried the "Bu" characteristics of
that race and so it was that the first nu-man
walked the face of the earth at the start of this
past age. It is not coincidental that shortly you
are to enter the new age; The Golden Age, at
the end of which you of earth and all that is in
it will graduate to the next higher or sixth
plane universe.

Did I say all? Not quite, for those who have
no desire for advancement, there shall be an
other and similar place as present earth in
which to achieve the necessary consciousness
attainment. Those of no desire or no talent for
advancement will be given time and oppor
tunity in other and similar lives to grow and
advance from attachment to earth and the at
tractions of the seventh plane. We may here
make note that the advancement need not nec
essarily occur plane by plane. At any given
time, one confined to the seventh plane ex
istence may attain that degree of conscious
ness that could and would catapult him into
planes several removed from that upon which
he now resides.

You. creatures of flesh and earth, Un
consciously recognize and do pay homage to
the fact that you are not of earth origin in the
very name by which you are known - hu-man.
You g i ve, superconsciously, p rim e im
portance to your Divine origin by combining
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The Master of your earth - the One you
know as the Christ - the One who is reputed
to have shaken the shackles of earth to prove
to you, not only your ability to follow His ex
ample but your origin as well, did so in the
adoption of polarity principles which you on
earth seem much to dread.

the names of the two races from which you
sprang. But first, you were Ruin origin, then
lately of man. The name human so states your
knowledge of that facLIt is important now that
you recognize the polarity of that which you
are - Bu and man. It is important that you be
not terrorized by the negativeness of the
flesh - which you are, nor unduly impressed
by the positiveness of the spirit - which you
also are.
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E:.uthman fears to display the human traits
of love, gentility, peace, kindness - assuming
them to be weaknesses. Humans seem mostly
to fear humanness, physical love, earthly
wealth and prestige as sin. All ofthese things
are but part of the inheritance of the flesh
with which you must Iive for now. Do you not
see that you fear only for the sake of fear?
Did not the Lord of earth, whom all admire,
display these human traits - love, hate, fear,
gentility, anger, peace, anxiety, self-dOUbt,
doubts of his companions, doubts of His God?
Yes - the life of this One is correctly por
trayed, here and there, in your story book
Bible. The basic truth of the polarities ofthe
human nature in even this One does shine
through even the worst distortions because,
in fact, there was no way to obliterate it.

enter into any petty theological quarrels, let
us say that this life and His life, as related to
you in your book of Bi ble, have almost nothing
in common except principles of teaching. But,
my Dear Peoples of Earth, those teachings
are what is important. Believe what you will of
the fanciful narrati ve - often changed by whim
and caprice of the church hierarchy - but
know that the moral principles represented by
that Life and its emancipation from earth rep
resent one of the most notable advancements
of spirit-knowledge yet extended to earth's
peoples.

Eetter # 19Letters To You From Baloran

There have been grave doubts cast in the
minds of peoples of earth as to the actual ex
istence of this Jesus of Nazareth. Nothing ap
peared in your secular histories' account of
the existence, life and death of this One. Many
falsifications are known to be advanced as
proof of His earthly existence. So many im
probabilities have been bUilt around the One
and given to you to absorb as fact that it is
difficult for us to understand that any among
you believe in His existence. But your talents
for non-thinking have served you positively as
well as negatively. Though we do notintend to
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We have said that all beings of the Creation
possess polarity and that the positive and the
negative powers are equal. This is true. The
Creative Force of the second plane - the
caretakers of the universes - whomyouknow
as the Archangels, have decreed that certain
of their special creations may aet only posi
tively or negatively to accomplish special

told is the ultimate reward for an earth life
well spent? You have been told that it is above
the earth and, indeed, it is within the earth's
aura. But the winged beings, represented as
inhabitants of your heaven, is mere symbol
ism for a state of consciousness suspension.
Your heaven is the reward for confusion, for
not thinking, for atonement. It is the ultimate
reward - the harvest you reap - for clinging
to earth's polarity and it is certainly not per
manent.

More About Polarity
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You have heard, and it is true, that the soul
of an individual can remain in a type of aura
suspension existence to await the arrival of
another from the physical plane. It happened,
is happening, and shall continue to happen.
You could do this - but beware of awaiting the
arrival of one not capable of attuning to your
degree of advancement. Disappointment and
del::ty are, indeed, most poignant in this state
and as often as not, lead to the retention of
earth polarities.

£letter # 19
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You are confined to the cycles of incarna
tion because you desire it. You are oriented
to the negative natures of the flesh. What do
desires have to do with your destiny? Every
thing, my friend. As agents of free will, you
are that what you wish to be. You need but to
desire strongly enough - to place your faith
in that desire - to attain detachment from the
seventh plane. You desire attainment of that
which you call heaven. You shall attain it.
What is this magical existence you ha ve been

Remember that your age long decision to
enter 11esh was made in the foundation of love
and deep concern for the affairs of earthman.
That decision was not made, as you have been
led to believe, from desire to debase and de
bauch in the sensations of the flesh. Your mis
take now is in not realizing fully your capa
bilities for advancement through the planes
of which we have spoken.

You have nothing to fear from your manor
human nature today except its docility in de
ciding its fate for itself. You have nothing to
fear except your penchant for following the
crowd of those who refuse to think. Conform
ity in matters of consciousness is no unfold
ment at all. Unfoldment orthodoxy, for the in
dividual, is its own reward in stagnation. Has
it not been astutely observed for you that
where everyone thinks alike - no one thinks.
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tasks. The polarity of action is dictated and
the exercise of free will does not exist for
these creatures. They are, in a sense, one
creature with two natures controlled by their
spheres of influence according to the need of
the Divine Plan. Do these creatures advance
as do other societies? Yes - but in vastly dif
ferent ways than do the creatures of free will.
But, for now, that story is not important to
you.

Love your natures of polarity for they are
your tools of and for advancement in unfOld
ment to the Light of Truth.

Rest in the Love of your Creator.
Baloran

Eetter # 20
The Master and You

I am Baloran. We would say that your
thoughts upon the polarities of the universes
have taken you far afield from that which you
at one time accepted as true. Recognize per
ceived truth for that which it is - at best par
tial and, in the main, relative only to the de
gree of your personal consciousness unfold
ment. We have told you, Beloved Friends, that
in all probability, your Radiant Creator - the
Infinite God of All - is truth. We have said that
our constantly changing consciousness rep
resents that truth to us in constantly changing
degree of graduation of appreciation. Truth
as such, as represented by the One we have
termed God, does not change. It is our point
of viewing truth that is changeable.

With the mind of the human of earth as the
only tool for the grasping of truth, you must
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realize that there will be great imperfection
of perception thereof. All things done with the
physical body or the emotional mind are im
perfect. But do not despair of learning truth.
You have many universes of learning and liv
ing by trial and error before you at last ar
rive at your destination. All along your path
there shall be aid. There has been aid willed
for you. No one being in existence receives a
greater load that he can carry alone. Open
your hearts, minds and spirits to that aid. Let
the Divinity of you take up that burden and the
burden will cease to exist.

You think, at this moment, that those ofthe
higher vibratory realms are in possessionof
this thing called truth. You look upon these
more subtle realms as being populated by
angels of your myths - all good, all wise, all
powerful. This is, in a small measure, fact.
Some are the angels spoken of in your Bible
and they do possess a more complete know
ledge than do you but they do not, as yet, pos
sess complete knowledge of Truth. They are,
relatively speaking, in the high school of
learning as compared to your position in the
primary school. But some of them, most of .
them, have eons of your time element and
many universes of experience to traverse be
fore their final graduation into the Light of
Truth. Be patient, be alert, be thoughtfUl, be
loving. You have the saying "Rome was not

Eetter # 20
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built in a day." You are impatient for all
knowledge to come to you at once. Realize,
People of earth, that possession of the Light
of Truth must come in graduated measure.
Full illumination, full knowledge of all that
exists would stun you into near oblivion.

Recognize, for now, the simple fact of the
polarity of earth exi stence. Know that you have
bee n s how n repeatedly, the symbolism
throughout your history, that you shall rise
from the man estate, into which you lovingly
and willingly descended, for the sake of man
kind of earth, at the start of this earth-age.
Recognize that, as humans, you are - there
is your God. Recognize that you are Divinity
and let that lead you in all that you do. Re
alize the polarity of your earthly existence
and awaken to your awareness of that which
in you is Divinity.

The polarity of human bondage of spirit in
flesh has been exemplified for you in the Bible
story of Cain and Able. The story of Noah
shows this bondage to be temporary. Finally,
the Bible story of the Master of earth shows
you the way to cut the bond of earth - to bury
the "Abel" which "Cain" slew and placed in
the "Earth."

Do not be deceived, People of earth, The
One you call Master is trUly a Master, but did
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be less than He? Can you, then, do less than
He?

You are the extension of your Loving Crea
tor. Know that in Love.

Baloran.

The Master of earth, in the body ofthe One
you have named Jesus Christ, lived in the
knowledge that He, and you, are Divinity. You
have been admonished by Him to know your
self and Live.

Eetter # 20
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He ever term Himself master of you? He is
Master of Himself and of earth. He is your
loving Brother. Did He not tell you that you
are as He? Did He not say that you could per
form as well as He? You have but to believe
in yourself to be so. You have but to believe
in yourself to do as He did. Let the Master of
your earth - the One known to you as Jesus
Christ - represent the spirit nature of Adam.
Let His life upon earth represent Adam in
"Paradise state." Think of the Master's
trial and death as the life of Adam in flesh
bondage on earth. Picture His "resurrection
from the earth" as the freeing of Adam from
the bondage of flesh.

Was Jesus of your Bible story truly rep
resentative of the Master of earth? That hu
man was, indeed, the physical manifestation
of the Master of earth - the Lord of the earth.
The flesh body was the man you know as Jesus.
Names are relatively unimportant in the over
all scheme of progression. In your fleshly
finite way, you must have identification. You
have settled upon the translation of Jesus
Christ for the Master's earth name. Well and
good, but semantics and phonetics lend little
but rhetoric to the lesson advanced by this
One. Know that He is Divinity in the He is
spirit. Know, too, that He called you "Broth
er". He was perfectly cognizant of your iden
tical "Father". That is fact. Can you, then,
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Eetter # 21
Love

I am Baloran. We would say that though we
have covered much, yet are there many things
we have left unsaid in these discourses.
Though we dislike loose ends, enough has
come through to you to give you reflective
pause for many of the days left to you. There
is no way at this time for us to know what it
is that you will accept or reject. In that you
are creatures of free-will that you chose long
ago, your choice is of little concern to us.
You knew from the start that our work with
you was soon to end. We had then, and have
now, high hopes that the view we gave to you
of the other side of the coin of Life, Light and
Being would cause you to think.

You seem to go about your daily tasks won
dering what it is that you came to earth to do.
You wonder why it is that Beings, such as we,
come to ripple the sma 0 t h waters of your
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lives. You wonder why it is that, once we have
given you disturbance, we seem to disappear
into the vast reaches of the unknown from
whence we came. You wonder why it is that we
leave your presence just when you seem to be
about to partake of the banquet of great knowl
edge.

Know this, Beloved Friends: There is rea
son for your lives on earth. You know it not
now, but you have chosen the lives that you
have lived; aware of the reasons for which
those lives were chosen. Know, too, that,
sooner than you think, sooner than you hope
for, all of your Iives and all of their reasons
shall be clarified for you. You came to per
form a particular task - to carry out a par
ticular mission. That task and mission touch
all with whom you come in contact. In this way
do you give aid to each other. When you ac
complish what it was that you came to do, you
will be free to go to better things; greater
p rogre ss, higher unfoldment. In a way, the
choice of the timing of that advancement is
yours.

Why is it that we come into your lives at
this time, upsetting the tranquility thereof?
Long centuries ago, you were promised aid
in returning to the Light. You have rejected
that aid in the past, but in your present state
of unfoldment, you reach eagerly out to it.
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What is Love? How best may Love be de
fined? Is there a linkage of the words of your
language to encompass this desirable state of

Our efforts are but one small part ofthat aid.
Remember, the aid you receive is important.
You must climb there - you of the hum a n
races - the Adamic race - who came to earth
to raise earth men to the Light. We of the
White Brotherhood came to you in the service
of the Light.

Joyously came Adam and his kin to carnate
existence - his head held high in knOWledge of
the Love of his God. Happily did Adam set
about his Father's business but, through cen
turies of more than six thousand of your
years, has his head been bowed in sadness
and the fear of his loving Father. II

,I

II
J)
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The outcome of the Age

Your societies have decided that therefore,
basically, three classifications - three mani
festations of Love shine forth from beings

being? Must Love forever remain a nameless,
wordless, intangible, indescribable thing?
There is probably no groupage of words that
can adequately do justice to the one word
Love. But we can use words to tell what Love
is about. In its singular application, Love can
be described as the Divine Affinity for one's
self. This definition may then be extended to
the infinite numbers of consciousness beings
throughout the universes. Love, this side of
the second plane of existence, is applicable
only to the situations ascribable to beings of
con'sciousness. This point may be debatable
but in your society today, you do not love
things. Things cannot love in return. That is
the secret of Love. True, you may feel affinity
for things and things may serve you well. It
may well be this manifestation of your affinity
for things that retains these objects in exist
ence. But in the final summation, things only
serve those who serve them. Your Brothers
from the outer reaches of your Solar system
expounded to you upon the theories that what
your planet and its societies need most is a
more thorough understanding and application
of Love. Joy and happiness can come only
through that which even such as you recognize
and describe as virtue - Love.

Qetter # 22Letters To You From Baloran

Happiness is not a thing alive in the earth
today. Man is not happy - human is not happy.
Both have deserted the moral code of Love
and service. You hold each other injealousy,
in bondage - fearing each other, hating, killing
each other. You invent childrens' stories of
devils and evil forces upon which to blame of
your plight. You, of earth, are very pathetic
you are all that you have to fear. You, in flesh,
are your own worst enemies because you re
fuse to think for yourselves or to love one an
other.
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Love emanates from the Creator to all of
His creation. Love enters and become the
spirit of you. It emanates through the mind
and physical body as a force field which can
be measured by instruments and by its effect
upon those a bout you. Need I say that Love
attracts Love? Need I say that Love, as mani-

such as you. You have named these three:
Spiritual, Mental and Physical Love. In real
ity, there is only Divine Love. In that you at
tempt classification - division - you cloud and
confuse your thinking on the subject. Because
you have divided and separated Love in your
thinking, you have minimized its effect upon
your planet, in your societies, and in your
personal lives.
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fested by you to the world about you - that
Love radiated by you- is Divine Love. Your
physical body is the instrument which you, in
carnate form, use to transmit love to all a
bout you. Your mentality down through your
emotional body serve as step-down trans
formers, so to speak, between the spirit body
and the physical body. Love in its pure form
from spirit to physique could be disastrous
to you. Love in its raw energy form is too
powerful- too high in frequency emanation for
the physical body to interpret, and therefore
survive. So it is that to the degree that you
can Love mentally or emotionally are you ca
pable of Loving physically.

Love

Great care must be exercised in human re
lationships, including those contacts with the
animal and vegetable kingdoms. These rela
tionships are the bringing together of force
fields which can infinitely damage or enhance
one another. It is of great concern in our
realms that you of earth have not understood
this. \\then two come together in relationships,
no matter how that union is expressed, there
is an interplay of force fields. That is why
only with the expression of Divine Love un
derstanding, should two pea pIe engage in
physical union. This is why your Brothers
from space and we have intimated that your
system of marriage is not all that it might be.
Love is service, which means giving of one's
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Know, Dear Ones, that Love is Divine. It
cannot be divided, legislated, arbitrated, COn
fined, ascribed to, limited, militated for or
against, or administrated. Love is Love. Love
is its own and only complement. It exists be
cause our Creator exists. Know that spirit,
mental, and physical loves are not entities
unto themselves. They are merely symptoms,
you might say, - the outer manisfestations of
Divine Love. The capacity of the desire for
Love in your being and the number with whom
Love is shared, is directly proportional to
your understanding and appreciation of the
Divinity within you.
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self. Most physical intimacies upon earth in
your societies are selfish, taking, possessive,
or restrictive through shame and fear. They
do not represent Love. They do irreparable
harm to the mental transformer of which we
spoke.

Is there any wonder that your societies
seem capable of only fear, hate and warring
upon one another when the individuals of these
societies do little but this amongthemselves?
It is basic - intuitive - to love one another of
your kind. In that this law is so flagrantly
violated in your personal lives, this violence
is transmitted to your social and, subsequent
ly, to your national lives. Only when you learn
the true service nature of love and live that
in your personal lives, with no administration
Or restrictions, will your societies know the
universal law of peace. Moral chaos, you say?
Not so, Dear Ones. You have a local colloqui
alism: "If you haven't tried it - don't knock
it". Other societies in the vastness of your
universe have grown great and beautifully
strong because they have not systematized
nor categorized their love one for another.
The free flOWing beauty of Love among many
of these star societies would tend to shock
your moralists and nationalists, but they do
conform to the universal law of Love.

Too long have you violated the universal
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law of Love to escape the natural retribution
of such violation. Your planet is now in isola
tion and shall remain so until you learn the
universality of Love. You have heard this be
fore. I do not repeat it to frighten you but to
awaken you. Know that you serve in Love by
the service that you receive. Think upon that.
Love and be loved for it is the only true un
foldment to progress - to at - one -ment with
your Creator. Know that Love willingly re
ceived, is love willingly given. This is the
true and only test of love. Fear only to love
one who will not or cannot love in return.
Complementary love emanations do seek each
other and are known to each other. They cry
out for fulfilment on your earth.

We, not long ago, prayed to Love for your
unfoldment to the light of true understanding.
Let not this lovely lOVing prayer cry through
the halls of your societies upon deafened ears
and unsympathetic minds. Be loved and lOVing,
peoples of earth. Let there be an understand
ing and appreciation of Love upon earth and
let it begin with you.

Be of loving hearts, People of earth, and
know that the Loving Creator dispenses His
Love to you and through you to all others.

Think upon the wonders of Love.
Baloran.
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£etter # 22
The Outcome of the Age

I am Baloran. We would say to you, People
of earth, that you are just beginning to experi
ence the return of the affection you have shown
to the beautifUl planet which gives you home.
In your midst, there are those who have shown,
and so continue, utter disregard for natures
and tranquilities of the planet. Earth shall now
show you what disregard can mean.

You have commercialized upon the vitals of
earth - you have taken without giving. You have
burned and hewn her forests, blocked, polluted
and poisoned her streams and rivers. You
have eroded her breasts with the abomina
tions of your cities, roads and rails. You have
scarred her bosum to extract bounties which
you refuse to use because there is not enough
profit for you. You have ravaged her surface
with your petty warrings and are now disrupt
ing her bowels with your detonations. You
have changed the chemis try of earth's a tmas
phere with your smoke and acid belching fac-

£etter # 22
The Outcome of the Age

tories and conveyances. You have beclouded
her aura with strange and foreign electro
magnetic force fields. Know you not, People
of Earth, that which you produce, not native
to the natures of earth, is destructive and
harmful to her?

Your earth is near her limit of tolerance.
Her existence is now at stake and you may be
certain that her volitional choice for survival
is strong. You humans and men would do well
to learn self-preservation from earth. You
are aware that throughout the history of your
young planet and her relationship with man,
certain of his activities proved to be threats
to her existence. In such cases, earth took
those steps necessary to rid herself of un
grateful guests. With the coming of Adam, she
had hopes for a tranquil existence. Those fond
hopes have not been realized and, again, earth
prepares to cleanse herself of the abomina
tions that plague her. Yes, Friends of earth,
your beautiful planet is being teased and tor
mented into the necessity of ridding herself
of unappreciative, ungrateful guests. The
rapidity of the things known as natural dis
asters show you this. You are experiencing
but preamble to the full document at this time.
The majesty of earth's power is shortly to
overwhelm man's puny efforts. Man has not
understood that he is guest - earth is host.
While he may use earth, he may not abuse
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her. It is universal law.

Much knOWledge has been lost to this gen
eration of men and humans becaUse each race
has destroyed its ambition and incentive to
study. with thought. those writings of ancient
peoples Which Could have given a working
knowledge of universal law. You have been too
OCcupied \vith the accumulation of wealth and
to listening to teachers who would usurp that
which is due Lhe Creator.

Long has YOUr clergy denounced ancient
lore and writings as quaint superstitions and
led yoU from the morality of universal lawto
the practice of orthodox worship. Too long
has there been taught a lack of faith in the
Divinity of the indiVidual to attempt a revival
of interest, On a large scale, in the ancient
philosophic writings.

But all this is beside the point of this dis
CUssion. We have come to bid yOU farewell_for a time.

We know that YOU have mUch to think about
in the days left to you. Use your time well.
PeOPles of Earth, in learning to love and beloved.

Farewell.
Baloran.




